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Carrier may get 11.9 percent pay raise
by Zeni Colorado
staffwrittr
A follow-up to this will bt in Monday's Breeze.
JMU President Ronald earner will continue
to have the highest income of any Virginia
college president, based on a pay-raise
proposal made recently by the Board of
Visitors
According to forms Carrier filed with the
state. his total 1994-95 income would be
$234.582 after lhe raise.
Carrier is in line for a 11.9 percent raise that
could hike his salary to $139.582. The snlary
includes lhe pay he gets from the state, coupled
with a supplement from the JMU Foundation.
This proposed salary does not include the
money earner earns from other sources.
According to the Virginia Deputy Secretary
of Education. Steve Janosik, Carrier filed forms
with the state saying he is expecting a total
outside income of $95,000 during 1994-95.
JMU director of medta relations Fred Hilton
explained that Carrier is a member of several
board of directors throughout the nation.
"Carrier has been a college president for
more than 20 years now. He is a high ly
respected economist, and many boards look for
his experience and expertise," Hilton said.
In addition to the college salaries, many
presidents receive earnings from serving on
various corporate, educational or bank boards.
State documents show that the incomes of
several Virginia university presidents will
amount to more than $205,000 when income

KRISTIN ROUCH/groJ

from boards are added to the salaries.
During the 1994 General Assembly session
held in April. state lawmakers approved budget
provisions allowing four-yea r colleges to
increase presidents' salaries up to 6.9 percent
The pay increase also included merit bonuses
of up to 5 percent. bringing the total proposed

salary raises up to 11.9 percent, according to
the Nov. 13 Riclunond Times-Dispatch..
According to Ken Stroupe, Gov. George
Allen's press secretary, individual school
Boards of Visitors decide how much of the up
to 6.9 percent and 5.9 percent a college
president would receive.

Students ask for more input
Additional positions on Curriculum Council wanted
by Betsy Smith
staff writer
The baule for more student input
on lhe Undergraduate Curriculum
Council Is still waging.
UCC replaced tbe Commission on
Undergraduate Studies which
consisted of seven faculty members,
seven administrators and seven
students, according to the /993-94
Faculty Haru!book.
Dr. Mary Perramond. UCC
chairperson, said the cou_pcil began
meeting lhis semester and has not yet
formed Its constitution. Therefore,
the duties of tbe counci l are still
uncertain, although the counci l
knows it will meet to discuss tbe
curriculum.
According to the 1994-95 Faculty
Handbook, UCC, comprisi ng 15
faculty
members,
eight
administrators
and
three
undergraduate students, was created
by the Board. of Visitors late last
semester to recommend changes to
the president about the university
curriculum when matters are not
resolved between the college
Curriculum
and Instruction
Committee.
According to Jennifer Biondi,
SGA vice president, since the
beginning of the semester, the

Commission o n Undergraduate Studies
1993-1994
Students
-7
Faculty
-7
-7 (including chaLr)

"He was one of the most dedicated
employees that the university could
have. "

JMU maintenance
employee died Sat.
Council

1994·1995

• Including deans

ANGELA TERRYlstnior artist

council has seemingly taken more
responsibility than it should. What
once was a tou nci l to suggest
changes to curriculum seems to have
become a more powerful council by
meeting more often than initially.
thought
Biondi said she began realizing
that UCC was taking on more than
s he thought it should after she
attended a UCC meeting and noticed
that the counci l was proposing
handling much more than merely
course changes.

CARRIER page 2

Jim Auckland

Students -3
Pa<."Uity
- 15 (Including chair)
Adminlqralion - 8
1993-94 and 1994-95 F~culty Hnnd

Pay raises must be approved by '"'ard of
Visitors before going into effect, Stroupe said.
Stroupe said the governor has no veto power
over the possible I 1.9 percent raise, but he
does have power to restrict a president 's

director o f facilities management

~lolllefii!Jraduate CUrrlcuJum

source.

tdunr

She said UCC discussed possibly
making changes to the university
calendar and deciding on issues such
as double counting for classes.
"We initially lhought the UCC
was merely a university commission
with limited power to oversee course
changes," Biondi said. "They were
supposed to only meet a couple times
a semester and make minimal
changes to cenain courses."
According to Biondi , the
STUDENTS page 2

by Cristie Breen
asst. news editor
Philip C. Deane, a 22-year
veteran of the JMU maintenance
department, died at Rockingham
Memorial Hospital on Nov. 12.
Deane was 63.
"He was one of the most
dedicated employees that the
university could have," according
to Jim Auck land. director of
faci tities management. who said
he work.ed with Deane for 15
years.
An article from the July 13,
1994, edition of Tire Commons.
states that Deane was hired by
JM U in 1972 to oversee the
maintenance of Godwin Hall. He
served in that position until 1976
when he was promoted to
mechamcal trade supervisor of

buildings and grounds.
Deane was promoted to
d1rector of maintenance In 1980.
During his tenure as director of
maintenance, Deane oversaw
about 85 staff members and was
responsible for making ure all of
the campus was in proper
working order.
"He was quite often the first to
receive a call at home" about lack
of heat , hot water or other
problems in JMU facili ties.
Auckland said.
"He always did a great job of
ensuri ng that emergencies were
handled as smoolhly as possible."
he said. "That kind of dedication
you JUSt don' t find.''
Junior Higgs. grounds
supervisor. who worked under
EMPLOYEE page 2
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Carrier_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
continued from page 1

Torgersen of Virginia Tech - will be about
income from outside sources, which is $172,000 each. Private funds and gitu to the
schools make up about $50,000 of tlutt total.
something being looked into.
As far as outside income, Trani is expected
Mike McDowell, spokesman for the State
Council of Higher Education for Virginia, said, to make about $50,000 and Casteen about
"Governor AJlen wiU most likely not contest it. $34,000. Torgersen's outside income wasn't
If the presidents' performance warrants the pay available, according to the T~s-DispoJch.
Trani would rank second in total income for
increase, then it's the instirutioos' choice."
Janosik said colleges and universities sent in the 1994-95 year if the proposed pay iocrease
recommendations for their presidents to receive is approved. His total income would come to
S222A57, according to the Times-Dispatch.
the proposed increase.
The total college salary, however, does not
"At present. we are awaiting approval from
the governor and should know by early to the reflect other expenses such as retirement
middle of next week whether or not the packages, free housing, the use of a car and
other expenses provided by the university,
increase will take place," Janosik said.
In addition to Carrier's college salary and according to the Times-Dispatch.
According to the Times-Dispatch, State
outside income, he is also required by the
Board of Visitors to live in the university- Education Secretory Beverly Sgro said the
owned Oakview residence and has the use of a presidents' incomes do not appear out of line
with the scope of the schools' operations.
state car. Hilton said.
If the pay increase is approved, presidents'
Under the proposed increases, the total
salary of the three top-paid Virginia university salaries in Virginia will have increased about
presidents - John T. Casteen lU of University 6S percent in the past decade. During that
of Virginia, Eugene P. Trani of Virginia period, the cost~of-living index has risen 43
Commonwealth University, and Paul E. percent, according to the Times-Dispatch.

MIKE IIEFPNEillplloto tdllor

What a plan
Senior JenNI Conner writ• leMon plana In the Fort Defiance High School
library aa part of student tMcher practlcum. For more, ... atory pege 14.

Students _______________________________
continued from page 1
curriculum decision process starts
with the CIC. The committee decides
what courses it wants to offer, and
the proposals are then sent to the
deans of the colleges that the course
falls under. After the deans approve
the courses they want added, they
place the course descriptions on the
VAX under a limited-access file
called. ''bb.curric. ·•
The limited number of people
with access to the file, which is an
unnamed group of various
individuals around campus, may
view the courses. and if they have no
problems with them, the courses
move to academic affairs Vice
President Bethany Oberst. If she
approves, they go to President
Ronald Carrier for final approval.
If there are problems with the
courses while on the "bb.curric" file,
they are sent back to the CIC, Biondi
said. If the committee decides that
there may need to be changes, it
$ends them to UCC.
UCC then decides what changes
need to be made, and it sends the
courses, after the changes haveo been
made. to Oberst's office, according
to Biondi. lf the CIC decides that no
changes need to be made from those
suggested on the VAX. it sends the
courses directly to Oberst's office.
bypassing UCC.
Biondi said she is "angered"
because she does not agree with the
way CIC is handling course changes.
She said that in order for changes to
be made to a course, a person having
a problem with it must talk directly
to a committee member. The only
people who can even speak to the
co mmittee are those who have
limited ac.cess to the file on the VAX.
Biondi said, and access is limited to
no more than 50 people, including

faculty. administration and students.
However, Biondi said, CIC does
not have to change a course at all if it
doesn't want to.
Biondi said she is fighting for
more than three students to sit on the
council because of the changing role
of the UCC that sbe sees. Biondi is
not on UCC but appointed three nonSGA srudents, junior Alison Adams,
senior Cheryl Trent and junior Kelly
O' Dell to sit on the council.
H

,

We [the students] should have more
representation.
Jenny Biondi
SOA vice president
"Three students is not enough to
represent the student body for
changes to the university
curriculum," Biondi said. "We [the
students) should have more
representation."
After writing a letter to the
Governance Advisory Committee
stating that the SOA wanted seven
students on UCC. Biondi said the
committee "laughed at us."
According to Biondi , the GAC
also refused to allow five students on
UCC, stating that the SGA said last
year that three students were enough
to sit on the council. Also, GAC
added that if SGA wanted rive
students on UCC it may have to limit
the students' votes to count for 3/5 of
a vote instead of a full vote. she said.
'1t [the three-fifths vote] makes us
sound sub-human," Biondi said.
Biondi said that initially. when the
council asked the SOA how many
students it wanted to sit on the
committee. the SGA agreed to three.
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However, since then. the nature of
UCC has changed, and more srudents
on the council are needed, she said.
As SOA vice president. Biondi
said she should sit on the council
because it acts as a commission. The
SGA conslirution states that the vice
president must sit on all university
commissions.
Biondi said she knew about this
responsibility when she took office
and is asking UCC to let her sit in on

its meetings.
Perramond said UCC bas not
heard whether the GAC will allow
more students on the council, since
no fonnal proposal has been made.
With 26 people sitting on UCC
who decide some of the university
curriculum changes. Perramond said
she thinks the UCC Is Important
"This is it. These people are the
ones who are going to work to
change some courses for JMU," she
said.
Although Perramond said she
doesn't necessarily think more
students on the committee would
harm UCC decisions, she also said
the ones who are already on the
committee make smart decisions.
"I have faith that the students
chosen ' to sit on UCC make
Intelligent, infonned decisions about
issues," Perramond said.
The three students chosen for
UCC are students with insight into
JMU as students of different colleges

within the university. If the SGA
wins an extra two seats, Biondi said
she wiU choose students representing
the different colleges of the
university.
Kelly 0' Dell, one of the UCC
student representatives, said she
thinks UCC could benefit from more
students. although she thinks a full
vote might be necessary.
"' feel we are listened to at UCC
meetings, and we know we are held
accountable for our votes," O'Dell
said. "We make informed decisions
and don't vote just to please someone
who might be on the committee."
Cheryl Trent, another UCC
student representative, also thinks it
might be beneficial to have more
students on UCC, despite that fact
that she says she has still not been
told when and where the council has
been meeting.
"' know about the next meeting,
but I have never received word about
previous meetings, even after I've
asked," Trent said.
Perramond said UCC may be
reluctant to add more student voices
because changes in curriculum are an
issue many faculty members feel
should be len to them.
She said some faculty members
may think that students. since they
are only here for four years and don't
get the opportunity to see the whole
spectrum of what changi ng
curriculum may entail, shou ldn't
have as strong a voice in UCC.
Also, according to Perramond,
students may feel intimidated by the
administration and tend to vote with
them on issues, leaving the faculty
alone in decisions. Some faculty, in
order to keep their ideas from being
overruled by a student tiebreaker,
may want to keep student voices in
UCC to a minimum, she said.

Deane for approximately 17
years, described Deane as
someone who "enjoyed life."
"He was a good listener and a
good boss," Higgs said. "He was
always willing to see my side of
things."
"Me and ~ always got along
great together," Higgs said.
Fred Hilton, director of media
relations, described Deane as "a
great individual and a dedicated
employee. " He was very
accommodating, very helpful," he
said. "He contributed a lot to the
success we have. today.
"The bottom line was he
always had the uni versity's
concerns at heart," Hilton said.
Deane held a variety of jobs
and positions before coming to
JMU.
During his 22 years in the U.S.

Army, Deane served In Vietnam.
Germany and England. The last
eight years o'f his career in the
army he spent working with
Secret Service Agents in direct
support of the White House.
His duties at the White House
called for hi m to investigate
locations where the president and
vice president were scheduled to
visit. Deane met both Presidents
Nixon and Ford while serving
them at Camp David. His job
involved making sure that all
necessary lines of communication
wou ld be avai lable during the
visits.
After retiring from the Anny.
Deane moved to the Shenandoah
Valley to be close to his mother,
an Elkton resident, and was hired
as a senior classified employee at
Madison College.
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Committee extends visitation hours in dorn1s
brQrlldae

v...-

was then reviewed by the vice
preaideDt and aaistaol vice president
for SIUdelll affaiR.
&leaded vi~JW~oo boun are now
The old visitldon houri were 9-12
in effect tbroupout JMU residence a.m. on weekdays and 9-2 a.m. on
balls due to the efforts of the weekends, accordina to the JMU
visitation commlaee and the Office Student Handbook. Because these
of Residence Ufe.
hours coincided with resident
The new policy, '*hicb went into 8dviaera' duty hours, McConnel said
efrect the a.t week in October, Sblles . ORL received student complaints
that visitation of members or lhe l.bat the old policy "restricted coed
opposite JeX are now allowed from a
mingling" within the hall. Pressure
maximum of 9 a.m.-1:30 a.m. on was on the RAs 10 enforce visic.tion
weekdays and 9 a.m.-3:30 a.m. on violations, r8lber than to be available
weekends. The new houn must be if there were any complaints from
aareed upon by a majority or residents, he said.
residents in each ball by open
''The new policy takes pressure
discussion, vodna or OCher methods.
off the RA," McConnel said.
HaiJs can choose any visitation Because the RA is no longer on duty
hours as looa as they don't exceed after visitation hours, the
the maximum.
responsibility resu with the residents
Jim McConnel, di~ or ORL,
10 report a problem. he said.
said members of the visitation
Junior Dave Dutrow said he
committee. fonned earlier this fall by thought it was about tl~ that IMU
lnterball Council members, Student put responsibility into students'
Government Association senators hands and treated students as adults.
and other inrerated members or the
Junior Nicole Syracuse said, " I
JMU community, believe the think it's reasonable, as long a~ no
visitation hours reflect "a more one is bothered by it in their own
realistic Ufestyle."
halls. As long as people are not
McConnel said the committee, disturbed in their own dorm,
headed by sophomore Suzanne Llola,
visitation shouldn't be a problem."
wrote the new policy based on
Converse Hall RA Carolyn
student input it received. The policy Phillips said, "I think the majority of

conlributing wrikr

.

.-Thurs. 9 a.m. -12 a.m.
9 .a.m. - 2 a.m.

GINA PAK/ staff arrlsr

residents are happy with it."
Other RAs also seem happy with
the policy. Converse Hall RA Amy
O'Leskey said, "I think it's a fair
compromise."
While the new policy may offer
more freedom than the old policy,

many students are still not satisfied.
Wayland Hall RA Man Sturtevant
said, "It's a start, but it's still not
enough." He would like to see a more
open policy that is only enforced if a
problem, such as a roommate conflict
over the visitation of a member of the

opposite sex is brousht to his
attention.
Ashby/Converse Hall director
Jarad Phelps is not satisfied with tbe
new policy but for a different reason.
"I think it should be more
consistent because now there is a
possibiUty tha.t different policies will
be enforced in different halls,'' he
said.
At present, though, mos1 halls
have chosen the maximum visitation
hours.
Despite his doubts, Phelps said he
is happy to see residents pulling
together to change it.
Students who are still not satisfied
with the new policy or want a 24hour-seven-day-a-week policy may
be happy to know that the visitation
committee is still working on an
overnight guest policy.
According to Liola. the committee
plans to get student input by asking
questions on the annual perception
survey put out by ORL twice a year
and distributed to residents. The
committee also wants to hold an open
forum to get student opinion.
Liola said that although no
specific dates have been set, the
committee plans to narrow down
ideas and have a guest policy
approved for next year.

SGA allocates funds, discusses 'Lead . • . or Leave'
by Usa Denny
SGA reporter
The Student Government Association took
altemale routes in allocating more than $3,000

to two JMU organizations that submitted
emergency biUs Tuesday in the Warren Hall
Highlands Room.
The first bill proposed at the meeting asked
for $9SO from the SOA contingency account to
help fund the annual Gospel Explosion, an
event sponsored by the Inspirational Ensemble.
which is scheduled for Nov. 20.
Commuter Sen. Sophia Jordan proposed the
bill and motioned to bring the bill out for
committee as a whole. The motion passed.
Committee as a whole is a procedure used In
emergency situations when a group needs
money quickly from the contingency account.
The bills ge.t emergency status because the
money is needed for an event scheduled to
occur before the next SOA meeting.
Bills accepted to committee as a whole
never JO to the finance committce but come out
on the senate floor for senators to do wha1 the
finance committee would in its meeting.
Junior Crystal Sessoms, Inspirational
Ensemble president, spoke about what tbe
group wants the money for to the SGA .
"We hope 10 provide spiritual enliabtenment
10 the 1MU community. Gospel music is an an
form whose message is to bring joyful noise to
IMU students," Sessoms said.
Sessoms answered questions from senators
on why there is no admission fee for the show.
"'We wouldn't want to hinder anyone from
coming if they don't have the money,"
Sessoms said. The bill passed.
The second bill, also introduced by Jordan
for committee as a whole, asked for $2,430 to
fund Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity Inc.' s
Founders' Week. APA is a service fraternity.
The total expense for the entire weelt is $6,749.
"The amount that we are asking for is not
very much overall," APA representative
Kenoedl Spencer said.
The bill stated the money would go to six
guest speakers. advertisements, programs,
handouts, trophies and other items.
Commuter Sen. Ty Cobb proposed an
amendment to the bill to cut out all other
expendJtures excepr speaker fees and programs.

MAGGIE WELTEill.rtnior photographer

Core member Krtetl Grnee Mel other CARE Peer Aalatanta IMiut • preaentatJon at
the SQA meeting T..-dlly llfl8rnoon In M attempt to Inc,.... student IIWIIreneH
MMM MXU81MMUJta on college~·

-

The amendment was for $2. 1I0.

Commuter Sen. Greg Satz. disagreed with
the amendment He said he thought Alpha Phi
Alpha Ia careful about what they ask for and is
very organized.
Finance committee co-chair Ron Rose,
Shorts Hall, proposed a friendly amendment to
add $200 to the amendment proposed by Cobb.
The friendly amendment was accepted by
Cobb. The senate voted on and passed the new
amendment, which changed the biU to $2,310.
Spencer answered questions about why
more funds weren't raised for the week.
Most of the money the fraternity has raised
has·been donated to charities, Spencer said.
The biU passed
"I don't understand why they cut what they
did, but I was happy because we asked for a lot
of money to begin with," Spencer said.
Rose stressed that groups should come to
the SGA with financial requests early enough
for their bills to go through proper procedure.
"We don' t encoorage groups to come last
minute to [tbe) senate looking for money
because we cannot look into what they are
aslting money for,'' Rose said. "lf the bill went
thorough the finance committee it (the turnout)

may not have been the same."
Also at the meeting:
• After two weelc.s of being kept on the table,
the "Lead ... or Leave" bill was brought up for
discussion and unanimously passed by senate.
"Lead ... or Leave" is a nonpartisan,
poUtical organization. The national group takes
stands on issues but has no political alliances.
SGA lobbying coordinator Lauren Webb
sald "Lead ... or Leave" Is very disorganized.
"I have tried to get in touch with ["Lead . ..
or Leave") to talk to them, but they haven't
called back," Webb said.
Commuter Sen. Kelly Sheeran. co-chair of
the Legislative Action Committee, said, "I'm
not strongly against ["Lead ... or Leave"], but
I'm not for them. I did not see them as helping
us any. I think now we can concentrate more
on lobbying for JMU."
Commuter Sen. Trey Austin said, ''They
work on one issue at a time. They haven't done
anything wrong; it's a lot of rumors flytng
around. Officially, they have not lobbied for
anything using the 'Lead ••. or Leave' name."
Although the bill passed unanimously by
senate, it was tabled by the executive council at
their meeting Wednesday.

Biondi said the council tabled the bill
because they did not sense that senators felt
confident about gelling out of the organization.
"They we~n't strong one way or the other,"
she said about senators' opinions on the bill.
Biondi said during the executive council
meeting Commuter Sen. T~y Austin expressed
interest at contacting "Lead ... or Leave" to
speak to the senate about what they could offer.
Austin uid he would contact the
organization to arrange for a representative to
speak at a senate meeting this semester. after
which the bill could be taken off the table and
decided on.
• The finance committee proposed a bill that
would give lnterhall Council $3,419.80 from
the IHC's reserve account. The money would
be used by lHC for desks. a camcorder,
computer software and other items.
According to Rose, the money in the IHC
reserve account does not come from the SGA
but already belongs to the IHC. The group
needs SGA permi ssion to access reserve
account funds.
The bill passed with unanimous consent.
• Five students from Campus Assault
Response Helpline gave senators a short,
educational program to explain what the group
does and also stated some statistics on rape.
Senior Emily Levinson explained that each
of the volunteers who work at CARE must take
30 hours of training. liSten to guest speakers,
and work closely with social workers and other
qualified people.
CARE core com mittee member Kristi
Graves said CARE consists of 50 volunteer
peer assistants, who are JMU students.
Graves said the program runs on a beeper
system. When a person calls. they reach a voice
mail system. The caller must give a phone
number or campus location so a Peer Assistant
can call them back within five minutes.
If that volunteer is on the phone with
another person, the call goes to a back-up
volu nteer who will take the call. CARE
members will also meet the caller at the
hospital if medical assistance is needed.
CARE member James Shapiro said their
main goal is to spread the word about CARE
and Let people know the service is available.
• The SGA minutes are available to anyone in
the JMU communJty at BB.SGAINFO.
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Come in on opening day, November 17, and guess how many
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EMU Lehman Auditorium
Tickets: $9.50 at the door
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Who shoUld make budget decisions?
AAUP position paper seeks budget & priorities committee
by Becty Mulllpn
faculty reporter
The JMU Chapter of the American
Association of University Professors
recommended Tuesday in a positlon paper that
the Faculty Senate create a committee of
faculty, students and staff to look at JMU's
budget and priorities.
AAUP sugested that the faculty, In an atlarge election conductr.d by the Faculty Senate,
elect six members to the committee.
AAUP also recommended In the position
paper tbal the Student Government Association
be invited to sponsor an election of six student
members. the Staff Advising Committee be
invited to nominate one voting member and the
president of the university be invited to
designate three senior administrators to serve
on the comrniaee.
Dr. Dany Pemunond, president of the JMU
cbapcer of AAUP, said the executive council of
the AAUP approved the idea of ruommeoding
that a budaet commlttee be formed to look at
how money is being spent and make
recommendations to the president of the
university.
''The idea is that the more people
participate, the better the decisions will be,"
Pemmood said "We [the faculty) are close to
the cus&omer [the sdldents) ... and we know
whalthdr needs arc."
He added, "We think we could have a

positive input in these matters, all of us at
JMU, that is the faculty, students and staff, and
at the moment, we don't have any say
whalsoever in the matter."
Dr. Jesse Liles, professor of secondary
education and library science, presented the
AAUP position paper at the meeting. He said
the Faculty Senate and SOA working together
have the power to create an Independent
committee that would be difficult for the
administration to ignore.

The purpose of the committee would be to
fLOd and analyze data on the amount and kinds
of resources the university uses to support
facilities, student services and academics.
The committee would then hold public
forums for feedback and prepare a list of
suggestions for changes for the next biennial
budget of the university, according to the
positlon paper.
Dr. Mary Perramond, professor of foreign
languages and literature, said she thought some
of the reasons greater input from faculty,
students and staff are important are because a
large amount of money comes from students in
the form of fees and that a lot of budget
decisions concern the faculty as well as
curriculum.
" I think the proposal is a good one that is
well-balanced between faculty, students and
administration," Mary Perramond said. "I think
it's an idea whose time has come."
Dr. Joo Staib, professor of physics, said he
thought it would be "particularly enlightening"
to see a breakdown between tuition and student
fees, particularly because one of his sons is
currently enrolled at JMU.
"I'd like to know a little more about where
my money is going when I write those checks
for tuition," Staib said.
The AAUP recommendation is being sent to
the Faculty Senate and the SOA.
Also at the meeting:
• Laura McClintock, legislative director for

the United States Students Association in
WashingtOn, D.C., and a 1994 JMU graduate,
spoke about the difference between tuition and
fees at JMU and compared them with other
colleges and universities.
She said in her visits to schools around the
country. she had never seen a school with
higher student fees than JMU.
She said at Eastern Michigan University, the
student fees total $13 per semester. with $8 for
student activities, $3 for health and $2
designated for student orientation. McClintock
estimated JMU's fees at about $1 ,800 per year.
(Su rtlattd story ~low.)

• Walter Curt, a JMU alumni, spoke about his
dissatisfaction working on Gov. George
Allen's Education Committee Blue Ribbon
Strike Force Mmority Report.
It is considered a minority report because it
went against what the majority on the
committee recommended . He said be was
frustrated with the politics or working on the
commission because be was told that some
information he wanted to look at was offlimits.
Cun offered his list of suggestions that he
wanted the State Education Committee to
consider, which are not a part of the strike
force's report.
Some of the things be suggested included a
moratorium on constnlcting new buildings and
AAUP page9

Deans finishing budget Students consider amount of input
requests for 1995-1996 they should have into budget, fees
by Nell-Marie Laugbland
staff writer
As the Dec. I deadline draws
near, deaDs are putting the finishing
eoucbes oo their budget requestS for
the 199S-96 school year.
Developing the budget for the
university is a yearlong proceu
which begins with the studenls and
faculty, who make recommendations to administrators. The
journey ends when the budget
reaches the Board of Visitors in the
sprinJ for final approval
When school reconvenes in
August, students and faculty
approach department heads with
their requests, according to Or.
Robert HOIITIC$, dean of the College
of Business. The department heads
put together a budget based on
these requests and other necessities,
he said.
The primary focus, according to
Holmes, is on "meeting the
students• needs.
"Students and faculty have
always had an input Into the
process. We have a Student
Advisory Council which has made
a number of ruommendations over
the years," he said. "We have
followed their advice and have
received direct input from leaders
in the Student Advisory Council,
made up of about 23 stUdent leaders
within the CollefC of Business."
Holmes aaid the second primary
focus is to "rapond to me needs or
the department and faculty .
Wbelher it is additional equipment,
uavel doiJars or supplies ... it
depends on what kind of budget

items we are talking about"
He explained that the College of
Business has a Faculty Advisory
Committee on Instructional
Tecbnology
that
makes
recommendations on instructional
technology, design and equipment
needed to facilitate faculty
members' role in instruCtion.
"They have a direct input as to
budgetary allocations." Holmes
added.

Dr. Linwood Rose, JMU
executive vice president, said, "In
an academic area, both students and
faculty can provide input to
department heads so that
[department heads) can be in a
better position to establish priorities
for the university."
Department beads are working
with the resources allotted to the
department, which always have
needs exceeding the dollar values
allolted to them, according to Rose.
" We work with department
deans
and
other
heads,
administnllorS to try to set priorities
to make sure the limited funds ao to
the highest priority items," he said.
Rose explained that last year, the
university held a budget bearing
with each of the colleges and
department beads to try to gain a
greater awareness of their Issues
and priorities.
According to Dr. Jack
Armistead. dean of the College of
Leuers and Sciences, on Nov. I of
each year, department heads meet
with the college dean . At this
meeting. they formulate a college
DEANS page9

by Cyndy Liedtke
news editor
While mos1 agree swdents should
have input into budget matters, some
people are divided about how strong
that voice should be as weU as what
lcind or control swdents should have
over university funds.
Jen Mabe, Student Government
Association president, said student
Input into the budget should always
be encouraged, but she wasn't sure
students are informed enough to
malc:e budget decisions for the entire
univenlty.
"As far as Input goes. I definilely
think there should be more ways we
should have Input,'' she said.
SGA Treasurer Jennifer Kern said
she doesn't think students have any
input Into the budget, but she also
said unless they know the ins and
outs of the everyday operations of a
particular department, they can't
make an informed decision.
Mabe said she didn't think JMU
students had a lot of control over
money spent compared to many otbet
schools in the nation.
••t don't think JMU students have
very much say-so or an outlet to let
the administration or the Board of
Visitors, who basically run the
school, know what we want to spend
our money on, what we want student
fees to pay for, what we don' t want
them to pay for," she said
She said the SOA is the only way
s tudents have a say into
administrative affairs, and as SGA
president, she has little say into
budget affairs.
SOA Vice President Jenny Biondi
also said information about the

MELISSA PALLADINOisUljfpltotogro,Mr

Laura McClintock, legislative director of the United States Students
Association, discusses student fees at Tuesdays AAUP meeting.

budget should be more available to
students.
..If we had information more
readily available aod if meetings
were more publicized ... we could
give our input," she said.
Josh Pringle, former SGA
president and current SGA senator,
said be thinks JMU students have a
Jot more input into the budget than
students at most schools. He said it is
difficult for the administration to
explain the budget process to
students, and although he learned a
lot about the process by worklng with
administrators, not every student can.
But he also said budget

information is out there for students
who want it if they know where to
get it.
Pringle said he doesn't think the
average student cares about the
budget, especially when it COITIC$ to
academic parts of the university.
"Students care about things that
directly affect them," he said
Pringle said it is easy for students
to see changes in dining services and
availability of ~realional activities
and how these changes affect them.
Allan
Grimsley,
SGA
representative and former SGA vice

... .
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Become a transfer guide for new transfer
students. It's a great way to welcome
new students to JMU.
Call Casandra at X6259 or 434-7198 for more information.
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Body "W1Jrks
Tattooing
presents

Body Piercing
by Anne <mmb!Att

Saturday, November 19
Noon-8p.m.
• No Appointment Necessary
• Professional &: Hygienic
• Free Consuhation
• New Needle Each Cwtomer
• large Selection ofJewdty for Navels,
Noses, and Everything in Between!

For more info1'7N1Jion
CAJJ Anne at 804-232-3096

From Flash An to Custom Designs
Brilliant Tattoo Colors and F'me Lines
by George SdJeck

Body W&rh Tattooing
66 E. M4rltet Street
Downtown HArrisonburg
433-2766

Christmas 1994
Green Valley

B 0 0 K

FA- 1· R

0 V E R 2 50 . () () C) N f \IV C ()C) ~~ S
1\ L L. A l C3 0 (~,,
~ ><) c )~ . c ) ~ t
r \ I l 1\ ! l
Featuring Current Best Sellers, Literature & Fiction, History, Cookbooks, Children's,
Reference, Self-Help, Science, Health, Computer Manuals & a large selection of
Art Books published by Abrams

• All Areas Will Be Restocked for

Saturda~

November 26! •

(!;lpen eg.~~ ~ <h~~~~~Gi

NOVEMBER 25, 26, & 27
DECEMBER 3 & 4
• Saturdays 9 a.m. - 9 p.m. •
• Sundays I0 a.m. - 6 a.m. •
• Friday, November 25 - 9 a.m.- 9 p.m. •

Green Valley Book Fair, Inc.
located between Harrisonburg and Staunton, Virginia in the heart of the Shenandoah Valley.
Take J.-81, Exit 240, turn east on Rd. 682, and watch for the green BOOK FAIR signs.
less than two miles off the highway.
-

(703)434-4260
VISA & Mastercard Accepted

·OuT & ABOUT ~
Students needed to teach art
The Center for Service-Learning is looking for students
incerested iD participating in Art in the Schools, a program
that pairs Bfu students with teachers in area schools that
do not have 1ft teachers.
Tbe JMU students can teach art lessons, exhibit or talk
about their work, show slides and discuss works of art, or
help with class projects.
Anyone interested in participating can contact Christy
at X6366 or stop by the CS·L office in Taylor HaU, nn.
205.
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ingesting fiVe shols of vodka and fnit pti'!Ch.
The student was allowed to remain in bed when he showed no
signs of alcohol poisoning. He was left In the care of haD staff.

by Greg Froom
police reporter

• A student was charged judicially with underage consumption of
alcohol at G.Jot on Bluestone Drive at1 :47 a.m. Nov. 13.

campus police report the following:

Number of drunk In public charges since Aug. 28: 63
Number of parking tickets issued between Nov. 8 and 15: 789

Failure to Comply/Peraonal Abuse
• Two stUdents were charged judicially with personal abUse and
failure to comply In Gifford Hall 812:07 a.m. Nov. 15.
The students reportedly failed to tum down their stereo and
personaly abused the hall staff. The students also reportedly failed
to comply with the request of an officer.

Trespaaa
• Three juvenile truants reportedly were served trespass notices
at the Arboretum at 10:51 a.m. Nov. 14.

Destruction of Public Property

NEWS FILE
Madison A~ard seeks nominees

The Commissio on Community seeks nominations for
the Dolley Madi o Award to recognize community
enhancement at~ .
The purpose of the award is to recognize exceptional
efforts to promote and support the pursuit of equitable and
hannonious human relationships at JMU.
Any individual or unit of JMU can be nominated
including but not limited to staff, faculty, administrators,
students, student organizations and committees. Nominees
must have demonstrated a unique commitment to one or
more of the goals of the Commission on Community.
The goals of the Commission on Community include:
providing an equitable atmosphere that encourages open
intellectual inquiry in the pursuit of truth; to promote a
curriculum reflecting the contributions and scholarship of
a pluralis tic sodiety; to fo ster opportunities for
, professional deveiQpment at all levels and affinn those
individuals who ddnonstrate diverse leadership styles; to
encourage hiring and admissions panems which result in a
more diverse university; to urge all personnel, when
representing the university to the public, to use language
and demonstrate behavior that exemplifies respect for
human diversity; to reflect a diverse university in official
documents and other publications.
Up to $10,000 in awards will be available. Awards will
not exceed $1 ,000. Award decisions will be made by
•
March l, 1995.
To nominate a member of the community, forward a
two-page letter which includes a summary of the campus
contributions of the nominee to: Christina B. Updike,
chair, Commission on Community, School of Art and Art
HJstory, by Jan. 20, 1995.
The Dolley Madison Award will be presented at lbe
Founder's Day Convocation on March 15, 1995. For more
infonnation, contact Christina B. Updike at X6588.

IHC to sleep out for homeless

The l nterhall Council is sponsoring a homeless awareness
sleep.out from Nov. 19 at S p.m. to Nov. 20 at 8 a m. on the
commons.
All students are invited to sleep-out but are asked to bring a
SS donation that will be given to area homeless shelters.

'Cold turkey' smokeout pavs off

In recognition of the American Cancer ~ociety' s Great
American Smokeout taking place today, the Health Center,
Health Sciences Class 378 and Dining Services will sponsor an
information table today in the poSl office lobby. The purpose of
the Great American Smokeout is to encourage people to quit
smoking cigarettes "cold turkey" for at least 24 hours.
Coupons for a cold turkey sandwich will be available for
those giving up their cigarettes. Survival kits with suppUes from
the American Cancer Society will also be distributed.

• Unidentified ~ allegedly tore a water fountain off a wall,
damaged a clothes dryer hose and wrote graffiti on aD the washers
and dryers In WeCNer Han between 3:45 a.m. and 4:15 a.m. Nov.
12.
An Investigation of the incident oontinues.

Deatructlon of Private Property
• Unidentified Individuals allegedly kicked in a door of a car
par1<ed In S-lot between 8 a.m. and 3 p.m. Nov. 14.
A sticky substance reportedly was also poured on the car's
window and door.

Grand Larceny
• Unidentified Individuals allegedly stole a Sony compact disc
player, a Sony equallzer·tuner tape deck and a Sony VCR from a
wooden sheH entertainment center in the basement of the Delta
Gamma sorority house between 1:45 a.m. and 11 a.m. Nov. 11.
• Unidentified Individuals allegedly stole four pairs of basketball
warm-up shorts from the Convocation Center between 7 p.m. Nov.
13 and 4:3Up.m. Nov. 14.
Each palr of shorts Is valued at $50.

Petty Larceny
• Unidentified IndiViduals allegedly removed fiVe exit signs and
lhrae fire extinguishers from Hillside Hall at1:34 a.m. Nov. 13.
The signs and extinguishers were later recovered.

Harassing Telephone Calls
• Unidenltlled individuals allegedly made harassing telephone
calls to a resident of Chandler Hall between Nov. 4 and Nov. 14.

Underage Consumption
• A student was charged judicially with underage consumption of
alooholln McGraw·Long HaD at12:47 a.m. Nov. 12.
The student reportedly had vomned ln the cooidor after allegedly

• e;..Rrn meeung, Taylor Hall, nn. 402, S p.m.
• Baptist Student Union Fellowship, BSU Center,
5:30p.m.
• Planetarium Sbow, Miller Hall, rm. 102, 7 and 8 p.m.
• " Prime Time," Campus Crusade for Christ weekly
large-group meeting. Warren Hall Highlands Room. 8 p.m.

~utunluy

"19

• Baptist Student Union '80s Dance, BSU Center.
9 p.m.· I a.m. Admission is $2.

Harrisonburg pollee report the following:

Robbery
• A robbery reportedly oocurred at510 E. Markel St. at1 :55 a.m.
Nov. S
• A robbery reportedly occurred at :341, Myrtle St. apt. 1, at 12:45
a.m. Nov. 9.

Burglary
• A burglary reportedly occurred at 1310 Garbers Church Rd.
between 9:45 p.m. Nov. 5 and 7:30a.m. Nov. 6.
• A burglary reportedly occurred al 1226 N. Maln St. between 2
p.m. Nov. 11 and 12:30 p.m. Nov. 12.

Aaaautt
• All assault reportedly occurred at 1462·8 Bradley Dr. at 11:14
p.m. Nov. 10.
• An assault reportedly occurred at 889 Village Ln. at 1:31 a.m.
Nov. 12.

Motor Vehicle Theft
• A motor vehicle reportedly was stolen from 748 Madison St.
between 9 p.m. Nov. 7 and 1 a.m. Nov. 8.

Larceny
• A larceny reportedly occurred at Valley Mall at 1:27 p.m. Nov.7.
• A larceny reportedly occurred at 169 New York Ave. at 6:45
p.m. Nov. 7.
• A larceny reportedly occurred at 1500 S. Main Sl. at 11:20 p.m.
Nov. 7.
• A larceny reportedly occurred at 2275 S. Maln St. between 7
p.m. Nov. 6 and 7:30a.m. Nov. 7.
• A larceny reportedly occurred at1925 E. Market St. at2:15 p.m.
Nov. 8.
• A larceny reportedly occurred at 471 Broad St. at 12:30 p.m.
Nov. 9.
• A larceny reportedly occurred at865 E. Market St. at 12:05 p.m.
Nov.10.
• A larceny reportedly occurred at 2387 S. Maln St. between 12
p.m. Nov. 9 and 7 a.m. Nov. 10.
• A larceny reportedly occurred at Valley Mall between 8:55 p.m.
and 9:05 p.m Nov. 11.
• A larceny reportedly occurred at1250 Devon lane between 11
p.m. Nov. 10 and 5 p.m. Nov. 11.
• A larceny reportedly occurred at 18 W. Johnson St. at 12:30
p.m. Nov. 12.

• JMU physics seminar: "Quasicrystals-A New Solid
State," Miller Hall, rm.l 09, 3: I Sp.m.
• Agape Christian Fellowship meeting, Taylor Hall,
nn. 400, 6 p.m.
• Baptist Student Union Friday night Bible study, BSU
Center. 7 p.m.

Stlltday

20

• Festival of the Wild Rumpus, Hanson Field, II a.m.-S p.m.
Band festival featuring seven college bands. Admission is

free.
• "Shendo Mandos" concert. the Shenandoah Valley
Mandolin Orcheslfll, at The Meeting Place, Rt. 42 south.
7 p.m. Admission is $6. Sponsored by the Shenandoah
Valley Folk Arts Revival Society.
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Woody Schwitzer, of the JMU
Counseling Center presents a
workshop on
.

Thursday, November 17
Taylor 203
7:oo·- 9:00p.m.
All Students are Welcome.

,
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Deans--~--~~-------------....,.5

Students-------

report aad piM -

president, said, "I definitely think
[students] should definitely bave
input and get information but not
ba~e decision-making power about

~

lot to do with aettina the
fuocb in the first place in
to tbe claaaroom and cao
terms of to tbe campus. .SO
iaftueace in a positive way,"
many of the funds are
Holmes aid.
~by formula.
Rose said be wants to
"Once the funds are
make sure the areatest
allocated to a particular
amount of dollars is alloaed
college. then it's up to that
to instruction, academic
unit to determine bow they
support, research and service.
are spent. Department beads,
He explained that "what Robelt Holmee faculty and deans bave
we aet from the state is a budget considerable c:liscretlon on how those
target
funds are ua1iud."
Holmes added, "But the budgets
"We build a budget to that target,
and we have an opportunity to
have not increased much, if any, in
~~ lddkiooaJ funds of the state.
many years. We're still pretty much
of the governor and of the General on level funding. Since the late
Assembly," Rose said.
1980s, we have bad little or no
"The communication with the increase in the operating support
state is bandJed throu&b a series or funding. That's the greatest shortage
budaet documents that ao back and in my view.
forth from the agency to the
"Plus, the raises have fallen real
governor's office and the General short of the needs of the faculty," be
Assembly," be said.
said. '1'be cost of living has certainly
Holmes said, "Dr. Carrier, Dr. continued to rise, and we have had
Oberst and the vice presidents have a
minimal raises since 1990 or 1989."

They oeed 10 oudet far lbeir
~ Tbey brina it beck

lilta priorities
baaed oa tbe oeeda of each
depatmea Ia tbe collep.
Tbe deaoa coatioue to make
revisions tbrouabout November,
AnuiJtad said.
"We loot 11 depmrnents OW were
denied of thin&• io the past and
resourc:a needed tbllt are io line widl
priorities of tbe univaslty," be said.
"Each department is needy now.
Bven cbe lowest priority oo the lilt is
a stron& need."
Holmes said priorities at the
boaom of the lilt Include equipment
purchases, updatina and removing
obsolete equipment, and travel

expenses.
"We' re redesianln& our travel
needs. [Travel], to me, is a higher
priority than it is sometimes given."
be said.
"J trunk it's important for faculty
to ao to professional meetinas and
present their research and papers.

'the budget."

AAUP---------------------

contlnued from p#lg8 5

land usage until a total plan for
Virginia could be found, reducing the
number of non-teaching faculty,
putting a cap on adminlsuative staff
employees. and scrapping the present
assessment process. he said.
Tuesday at rnidni&ht was his last
day on the commission.
CUrt said he waited until after the
committee recommendation came out
so it would not n:Oect on the entire
report.
• Dr. Devin Bent, professor of

political science, spoke about
understanding JM1fs expenditures.
He said he collected expenditure
data over a period of three years from
JMU's Statistical Summary ,
published yearly by the university,
and data JMU filed with the Equal
Employment
Opportunities
Commission.
He compared JMU's expenditures
over time and with other universities.
Bent found that from 1975- 1993,
the faculty growth rate was about 43
percent, the student growth rate was

contttued from page 5

about 55 percent and the
administration growth rate was about
78 percent
However, the c umulative
percentage growth of non-teaching,
fu 11-ti me
administrators
or
professionals, such as coaches,
directors, and librarians, has about a
) 60 percent arowth rate between
1975 and 1993, Bent said.
Bent's conclusion was that JMU
may not be worse than any other
schools in Virginia, but he did not
know for sure.

Student fees are the only place
students have direct control over
budaet decision throuab the fees
allotted to the SGA.
The SGA is aiven about half a
million dollars every year to
distribute to student organizations out
of the over $20 million that is
collected from students. This year,
each student pays tuition and fees
plus a comprehensive fee of $2,022.
Mabe said individually, the
average student probably does not
have enough control over student
fees. She said they are also not
informed of where their student fees
go.
Kern said, " I don't know what
control we have." She said it is
something she is looking Into and
wants to inform students about it.
Pringle said he thought students
have enough control over student
fees, and that student control over the
budget should be limited to student
fees . "Students have never been
excluded from the budget process,"
be said.
Laura McClintock, a 1994 JMU
graduate and legislative director for
the United States Student Association
in Washington , D.C.. gave a
presentation on student fee s at
Tuesday's meeting of the JMU
chapter of the American Association
of University Professors. She said the
bill for tuition and fees does not
differentiate between the two areas or

Jive a breakdown of where student
fees ao. McClintock said there
should be "truth in billing."
She said at many other schools in
the country, students have total
control over student fees, including
how mucb they are. Students vote by
referendum on whether to raise fees,
sbe said.
McCJjntock said JMU bas one of
the highest fees in the state of
Virginia. "I' ve never seen a campus
that has higher fees than JMU," she
said. She said if students had more
control over student fees, they
wouldn't be as high "because they
know better."
McCJjntock said this control could
come through a law that gives conlrol
of student fees primarily to students.
There is a similar law in Wisconsin,
she said. She said it would take a
statewide effort to push for such a
law.
Mabe said sbe was undecided as
to how she felt about the law but that
sbe thought a lot of other Virginia
schools were looking into iL
Another initiative that could
increase the student voice on budget
matters is a position paper presented
by the JMU chapter of the AAUP on
Tuesday recommending the
formation of a budget and priorities
committee.
1be committee would include six
students elected through an SGAsponsored election and also have six
faculty members, one staff member
and three administrators under the
AAUP recommendations.
Mabe said she would support any
mechanism that would have students
and faculty working together.

My Prince
came.•.

...and went

Thursday & Friday (6 p.m. - 8 p.m.)

FREE FOOD BUFFET
AdOPtion
SE rVICES

Thursday - Sandwich and

IDC.

Veggie Buffet
Friday - Free Prime Rib
&
Stick around for Late Night on
Fridays and Saturdays

*The BEST

DJ's at the HOTTEST
Spot in Town*
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EDITORIAL

Dar&•••
A why-don't-you-go-to-Harvard dart to the
student who claimed that JMU professors are too
easy in a recent Breeze Jetter to the editor.
Sem in by so~Mone wlw thinks you are too dumb
to realize what a JMU degree really ~Mans.

Pae...

Honor is not simply academic
ccording to the Student Handbook, "honor and the
pursuit of knowledge are inexorably intertwined" and
"true lcnow!edge can be gained only through
honorable means."
Thus, the honor system at JMU has been established to create
guidelines of honor, truth and integrity for each student, faculty
member and administrator in their academic pursuits. It Is a
system whereby individuals are trusted to obey the rules, do
their worlc, take tests, etc. without direct supervision.
But is an honor code that needs to be written down really
worth having? We think not.
An honor code is not written, but taught over the years, by
parents, guardians, teachers, religious leaders, etc. Honor must
be instiUed in the hearts of the students for it to have wonh.
But what is honor?
Webster's Dictionary defines honor as "a high regard or great
respect given, received or enjoyed; good reputation; a keen
sense of right and wrong."
What does honor mean to the students?
For some, honor may be an integral part of everything they do
and everything they are. The written JMU Honor Code may just
be an assurance, a reminder of what they believe in their hearts.
Following the honor code is necessary to these student$. It
aiJows them to take satisfaction in the knowledge they have
completed their tasks truthfuUy.
For others, honor may be just a fairytale idea worthy only on
paper that wiU not help them in l.belr cutthroat pursuit of success
in the real world. If these students foUow the honor code at all, it
is only because the consequences of getting caught in violation
of the code are too risky- because there would be would be a
mark on their ~rd.
ltl any case. if students do not have their own code of honor,
their own set of values, the code found in the Studenl Handbook
is worthless, useful only in prosecuting violators or perhaps
instilling a little gulh on their consciences.
The JMU Honor Code is only effective with the support and
participation of stUdents and faculty. The most common display
of suppon by students and faculty is on exams.
Some studencs find a sbon statement in the•beginnlng or end
of their exams, representing a shortened pledge. Studencs are
expected to sign the atatement, verifying they have neither given
nor received any unauthorized assistance on the eXAm.
This statement is really just a reminder to students that while
they take tbe exam, the JMU Honor Code should be
remembered 81\d obeyed. But does it show that honor is
something that should be expressed at aiJ times?

A

Professors are not required to print a pledge statement at the
top of each exam - it is optional. If professors choose to print
the pledge statement. and a student fails to sign it, the professors
have the option to dispose or the exam.
According to the Student Handbook, possible JMU Honor
Code violators, those actually caught in violation of the honor
code, will be notified that they are under investigation. An
Honor Council investigator will be assigned to investigate the
alleged violation impartiaiJy.
If the investigator feels there is enough evidence to hold a
hearing, the alleged violator wiU be brought before the Honor
CounciL who wiU determine his or her gullt or illllOCeDCC.
If the violator pleads or is found guilty, be or she will receive
an up in the course be or she cheated in and is unable to retake
the class for repear/forgiveueas. Dr. Carrier determines whether
the violator will be suspended for a semes~er or expelled.
That JMU has an honor code and is serious about penalizing
violators is not a truly bad thing, especially for a university that
is so large. It makes studenta aware that the university does have
a formal code and that students are expected to obey It By
signing the JMU Honor Code, students are agreeing to obey it
That is important too.
But an honor code that must be printed at the top of each
exam loses its worth. It is then obeyed merely because it is
written down on paper, not because It is inscribed in the hearts
of students.
Honor is an idea, not a code of laws.
Therefore, JMU should enfon:e honor as an idea., not as a rule.
JMU should stress that cheating Is wrong because it is wrong,
not because if someone does cheat and is caught. that person can
beexpeUed.
•
.
JMU should impress upon students and faculty that honor is
not only academic. It is a value that ahould guide everything an
individual does and everythlng an individual tries to be.
One way to do this might be to bold seminars during
freshman orientation on the importance of having honor and
bow it can be beoeficiaJ throughout coUege and beyond. The
seminars can alto be on the aeriousness of having an honor code,
both written and unwritten.
It is Honor Code Awareness Week. a time to CODJidet wbat
the Honor Code means to you, and more imponantly, bow honor
affects your life.
The house editorial i1 written by a member of the editorial
board and doe1 not necessarily reflect the opinion of the
individllal stajfWWiflbers.

A pat to Adam Schrecengost for his hilarious
essay on the tension between the shallow,
confonnist, rectum smoocbers referred to commonly
as uGreeks,'' and the people who have originality
and integrity, referred to commonly ,as "GDis."
Mediocrity isn't cool.
SenJ in by a guy wlw thinks only people from
Greece should call themselves G~eks.

Dar&•••
A dart to the new soccer field. Since we failed to
get an NCAA soccer home game once again, please
move the games back to the original field beside the
baseball stadium I
Sent in by someone wlw wishes the Dukes success
in postseason play and wants to see more fans altM
gQII'Ies nut year.

Pat•..

•

A gallant pat to Casey in the campus center for
being a great guy by offering to help every time I see
him.
Sem in by someone wlw appreciales "nice guys"
wlw go out oftheir way for no reason al all.

Dar&•••
A dart to the person who darted the freshman
class. Normal people are those who feel free to
express themselves in any way they see fit, and
Seattle is not the only place this can happen. In other
words, go the bell back to boot camp and cut out

more copies of yourself.
Sent in by a senior who is normal enough to thinlc
for himself and his long hair.

Pat...
A pat to the student who constructively and
generously spent bet dining dollars and brought us
bags of food down bece at 1'he Breeu. We were
working until tbe wee hours of the morning and
were just about starved when sbe came to feed us.
&Ill in by sotM very app~iDtiw editors.

f
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Sexual assault Ia a aarlous subject;
survivors may never forget the past
Tothe Edllor:
Over the put few yean, 1 have wiblelled an increased
a~ of sexual uuult issues bere on campus. We have
• seen the establiabmenr of the Campus Auault Response
Helpline, and proarams suc,b u Tate Back the NiJbt have
helped to ecb:lle and promote awareocu of tbele iuoea amon1
Sllldeors. This IUbject o( sexual asuu.lt is a serious one. It affects
everyone and ahouJd never be trelled or taken li&bdY.
~ a umventty employee. I bave spent tbe put two years
trying to promote a...-eneu and educalion on tbe topic of sexual
assault I have abo helped a few survivon duooab their ordeals.
Then I read an article iD which afle&ed accounts of rape w~
taken u ..oDe individual attempdnJ to be funny" by another
university oftk:ial. This was DOC an aaempt to be funny. Sadly, il
Ia a vu1pr display of intensitiviry and iponnce. How could a
diJcullloD of such eveau exillllDOOI a poup of people wbo do
"not think npe is an issue to be made liJhl orr lr couldn't.
1be facts ae: one of four women and one of six meo will be
sexually assaulted before they Jflduate from college. They
woo'r think it W..ao 1ttempt a1 humor. It will cbanp their lives.
They will hopefully become survivors, but it won't be easy to
fcqet wtw happened to tbem.
Another fact: one of I 0 rapes is ever reponed. So are we
really 100 percent positive the 'ai.Jqed' rapes did not happen.
How could any university official be sure tbal one of the other
nine rapes did not happen that niabt. as the article aDeges? He
can't. Basically. wbal we don'llmow won't bwt us. Or will it? lf
there were no rapes reported, they must not have occurred.
AUemptsto promote JMU's "safe campus" reputation may be
profitable, bullgnoring these eerie possibilities is dangerous for
our siUdeot popua.don.
The aforementioned statistics are oo tbe rise, DOl decreasing.
You can find these numbers in most brochures about sexual
assault, ironically found on this campus. These numbers are not
about other people on other campuses. They are about every one
of us here at JMU.
I haven't heard many jokes about murder or child abuse.
Why are lhere jokes about rape? I challenge you au to help
change these ignorant and dangerous altitudes. Don't allow such
convc:rsabons, commenu and "lllempts 8l humor" 10 go on. By
helping to change our fellow students' attitudes, we can help
mate this campus a b"Uiy safe one.

Columnist's vendetta Is ridiculous;
Greek system supports Its members
To the Editor:
Okay, eoough is ENOUGHI Adam Schrecengost's penonaJ
vendetta against Greeks is getting ridiculous. Forget that, his
Nov. 14 column oozes with absurdity!
If he really thinks the ratio of greets to GDis in front of the
library is mAT significant, he is probably tbe only person on
campus who cares. Last time I checked, any student is free to
hang out anywhere between classes. I have not been notified of
any "NO GREEK" locations.
Now that I've addressed lhal petty portion of Dr. of Funk's
column. let's get to the real problem- the Battle Royale in the
Doctor's strange imagination.
I) "You form lifelonJ friendships that need a reference
manual in order lo remember your friend's name."
2) "Greek friendships aren't compldely real; they're more
like friend cooce.ntrate you piclt up at tbe local socia.lma.rtet."
How can he possibly label and LJMJT frieodships? The only
people wbo can do that are lhose involved. 1be Greek system is
also a suppon system, not "Buy-A-Friend... Greek friends pull
togeaber in rimes of loss (see Brent Rhoads) and positive
community effon.s.
To be honest. "Greet friends' are no different than anyone
else's friends, ao why classify us as substandard to whatever Dr.
ofPunkhu?
Unless the Greek system SlllU infringing on penona1 rights,
or tbe rights of your organization, (whatever that may be ob, Dr.
of Funk), or anyone else on the planet for that mauer, then gel
off your .!ro-studded, sarcastic, stereotypical, mjsinformed
BANDWAGONII Do you dislike any other group as much as
you dislike the Greet community? Just curious.
~Ann

Henry
...lor
....a communlcMion

OP/ED

More hann than good from publicity;

AXP friends needlessly tormented

To the Editor:
We are writina this letter in response to the Nov. 14 atticle
in Tlw Bnt~U coocemina the Alpha Ori Rho minutes. AJ female
mcmbera of the JMU community, and close friends with the
brocbers of AXP, we were quite disappointed with the careless
way the ..concerned individuals" handled the entire situation.
While they cwm they exposed the minutes to make JMU more
aware of altitudes toward rape on this campus, they have
actually caused more harm than help. Firsl of all, if these
lndlviduala really wanted to aet to the bottom of the situation,
wby didn't they use more direct means. such as approaching the
AXP fraternity or the head of Interfraternity Council, for
diacussion and clarifietdon of the Issue? Instead, the letter was
photocopied. and was placed stralegically about campus. Also,
refusina to disclose bow the minutes were acquin:d makes ooe
tbinlt the ..concerned individuals" have something to hide and
may have had shady ways of .cquiring this letter.
Most imponlntly,lhougb. is the ttea~.roent being received by
women friends of AXP brotben. The "concerned individuals"
may have been trying to protect those of us who frequent AXP,
but in reality we have been completely harassed by lheir
supposed supponers. Thanks, but no thanks. The main reason
roany of us choose to go to AXP is because we feel completely
safe and comfortable there. It is ridiculous that they choose to
harus us simply because we know how AXP brothers really are.
and they do noc. After these "concerned individuals" distributed
freely the paper, one gjrl was asked by a customer where she
worts bow it felt to bang out with a bunch of rapists. Another
female and friend of AXP ran crying from a store where she was
browsing because a store employee confronted her and began
verbally attacking her aboul the issue. A more serious example
is an anonymous leiter of maguine clippings, received by yet
another female friend of the fraternity lhat informed its recipient
that she deserved to be raped and hoped that it would happen
because she was friends with AXP brothers. We would like t.o
poinl out that a direct letter of hate mail seems mucb more
threatening 10 a female than a private, between-friends letter that
was never meant 10 hun or offend anyone regardless of the
degree of poor taste it was written in. There is absolutely no
excuse for these types of behaviors, and while we would hope
the original disuibutors of this letter were not involved, we will
use your method of assumptiOOJ aod inference -but this tlroe in
the correct manner - and say that these incidents obviously
resulted from tbe public.atioo of this private letter.
While, of course. we alllmow the minutes were offensive
and in poor taste, no law was brotc:n. So please stop making the
women, wbo are friends of AXP brothers, feel harassed when
they never have been before. Have any of you even been to
AXP, let alone talked to any of the brothers? If not, it hardly
seems fair that you. who claim to be oonjudgroental and openminded, are judging us for knowing and liking the brothers.
Neely Polen ltza

Mnlor
IOCJai WOf't(

Windy Hllckett
Junior
biology

Rape is an act of violence, not sex;
male attitude is 'cold and callous'
To the Editor:
I have a newsflash that will happen this weekend but wilJ
never be printed. A woman who Is a student at JMU will be
forced 10 commit sexual acts against her will, and more than
likely it will be by someone the survivor knows. My point is not
to scare women into disgaging from social activity, but it is to
raise awareness about sexual assault. Whether the average
student, tbe Greek system or the administration wants to admit
It, sexual assault is a major problem at JMU.
This letter is written in my sole opinion. I am a male who is
involved with a campus organization about assault. but I do not
pretend to speak for all men or for my organiution. In my
experience, tbe attitude lhal the average male has about rtpe is
one of ambivalence. ln fact, the average male's attitude toward
women is one of objectification. It is rare for roe to bear a male
call a female, a woman. Girl, bitch, boochie. whore. ho and a
number or other names are usually the words of choice. I arn
saying this because the vast majority of sexual assault attackers
are men, and the responsibility of preventing sexual assault lies
with men, and men's attitu(les toward woroen is a direct factor in
sexual assauiL Their attitudes toward women have been one of
dominance and conquest. Men are rewarded for having
numerous sexual encounters and are encouraged to dominate
over women. This attitude leads to a desire for men 10 force
themselves on woroen, reprdless of the woman's beUefs. Rape
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is not a sexual act. It is an act of violence where roen use sex as

a means to dominate.

I feel II necessary to try to educate about sexual assault
because of the recent Alpha Chi Rho newsletter. The attitudes in
that newslelter renect what I bave said above in that they are
cold and callous. In my opinion, most people have a similar
beUef about rape. Also in my opinion, the administration is so
bent on provina that JMU is the safest school, it is wilUng to
ignore a major problem on women's safety because it is a
problem that can be easily forgotten. We live in a society where
the word "rape" scares people to the point where they don't
want to confront the problems that cause rape.
What can we do? P.ducate as much as possible to help deter
the problem of sexual assault. There are organizations that are
wilUng to speak to anyone about these issues and also willing to
hold presentations for other organizations. Simply calling one of
these organizations to set up a presentation, or to be more
informed. is a step in the right direction.
As a final note. I would like to promise something. There
are people who are tired of watching our friends be sexually
attacked and will NOT BE PASSIVE ANYMORE. We are
trying to prevent sexual assault from happenjng to anyone.

James Shapiro
Clasaof1994

Don't let others shape your views;
women treated with respect at AXP
To the Editor.
Last fall I was sexually assaulted by two males on campus. I
was beaten repeatedly in my face with a piece of a 2-by-4 by
one or them, while the other tried to pull up my sk:irt and molest
me. Luckily, my screams were heard, and I was not raped;
however, the emotional scars from the incident are far from
healed. It has taken me a long, long time to even sit in a room
whore the ratio of guys to gjrls was higher than girls 10 guys.
One place on the JMU campus that I 've alwa)'s felt
comfortable and safe Is the Alpha Chi Rho house. I have always
been treated with respect and a good attitude there. Confronting
the issue face-to-face as I was forced to do, do you l.hlnk I would
step fOOt in a place I felt was in anyway unsafe or jeopardizing
to roe?
I urge anyone interested in forming their own opinion of
AXP to go down there and talk to tbe brothers. Please don'tlet
strangers form your opinions for you.
Nicole Pa lya
junior
English

Stop the Greek-bashing bandwagon;
Dr. of Funk column 'way off base'
To the Editor:
How ironic! One week I read that the Dr. of Funlc, in order
to have some fun and get a few laughs, chooses to sit in front of
some "frat-daddies" at the Homecoming gacre. and the next
week, he is jumping on the "yearly Bruzt! Greek-bashing'
bandwagon to tak:e his next punch at Greelc life.
I came to Madison in the fall of 1991 and have been an
active fraternity brother since that time. For four years. It has
never failed that The Breu,t! sees fit to have its yearly campaign
of Greek: b~shing. Ironically, ahere is never a shortage of
"'oddamned Independents'' to get involved with this campaign.
I don't want 10 waste this letter by rebutting the Dr. of
Funk's column. Actually, I want to take a minute to commend
him on his first column, as I found it to be funny as hell.
However, I do want to tell him that he, as weU as any other GDI
that sees the need to bash Gt=Ks. is entitled to his opinion, even
if that opinion is one-sided and way off base. I also want to tell
him that be is too funny and talented to waste his time making
himself look like an ass by writing about something as trivial as
..GOIs in a steel cage victory."
I rarely gel work:ed up, and when I came here as a freshman,
I said that I would never write into 1M Breeze, but you see, Mr.
Schrecengost, Merideth Lineberger is a close friend of mine. I
find it interesting that you, the guru, the Icing, the Dr. of Funk:
did not have enough guts to talk to, or seriously challenge Miss
Lineberger but bad to ad-lib for her in your column. So doaor,
the nexttiroe you want to anack: a member of the Greek: system,
show soroe guts and don't put words in our mouths.
AJ for the rest of Madison: can't we all just get along?
Cory J . Birch
eenlor
tpeeeh communlcMion
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His Majesty drives away the voice of reason
My brocber recently perished at the bands of Emperor
Carrier's soktien, as you may recall He, fool tbat he was,
ridiculed tbe Emperor's ability to predict the future aod
Implied that our ruler wu simply a clever politician. For
some reason, lbe good monarch thought that I shared this
opinion. To purae my inlellcct of any unclean tbooghts, the
Emperor decreed that I should do menial labor in Wilson
Palace. Tbere I became acquainted with the horrors of
dishpan hands and the rigors of courtly life. A constant
stream of sycophants coursed through the hallways of the
palace, ta1t.iDJ incessantly, inflating each other's egos and
c:ountina the days unlil recirement.
One day, I beard the b'Umpeters play "My Boyfriend's
BICk" in honor or the Emperor's arrival. as they do every
momina· I was scrubbiJia tbe floor outside of the main royal
chamber, when a figure in gray robes approached me.
"Pardon me. do you know wbere the Emperor is?'' the
man inquired. He stood taller than me, as most people do,
even though time had weakened his stooped back. His eye$,
set back in a wrinkled face, shone with palpable mirth.
"Yes, His Immensity just entered his chambers," I replied.
"Do you have an appointment?"
"He told me to come whenever I was done."
" Done with wbat'r'
The mao siped. ''The Emperor commanded me to report
to him. not to lbe belp. Is be in this room?" He pointed at the
immense bronze doors in front or us.
"Ye$," I replied, and before I could explain that I was a
college student and therefore worthy or the uunost respect
and dignity. the man strode over and shoved the doors aside.
Frantic le$t the Emperor think I let the intruder in, J ran into
the chambers after him.
His Majesty stood up, interrupting his vice presidents,
who lay prostrate on the floor, chanting praises to our

monarch.
"Silence, lapdogs! Our man bas returned," Carrier
shouted. All 300 vice presidents scattered to Ule side$ of the
chamber, w'm3 ;
ring and sniffing each other. They fixed
their sad gazes the robed newcomer.
'1 have·
as you ordered, Emperor Carrier. You
asked me for a report on my travels around the Madisonian
Bmpire, but giving speeches is not my manner. Instead, I
propose to ask questions from which Jhe truth might be
derived."
"As you wish," the Emperor replied, sitting down upon
his throne. "Usually, we appoint a committee to teU us what
to do, but I decided to ask you here because people say you

Herisies
-Eric Johnson
are wise. Please, ask your questions. Do you wish for a chair?"
"No," the wise man said. "I prefer to move about the room as
an aid to thought. My first inquiry: What is the goal of

educationr
The vice presidents looked at each other blankly. Emperor
Carrier thought for a moment. "Education can lead to many
things,'' he replied.
The wise man walked slowly in a large circle. " Most
assuredly,'' he said thoughtfully. "It can lead to evi l, ugliness
and falsehood. But I can safely assume that you do not wish to
produce those things. Of all the things that education can
produce, which ones do you wish to instill in your subjects?"
"The most important thing is critical thinking."
"By that, do you mean the ability to discern Truth?"
"No, just the abjJjty to thtnk. Look, I'm a busy man. Skip aU
this and get to the bottom line - how can we make Madisonia
betterT' tbe Emperor demanded.
The wise man stopped his pacing. "Very well. You are my
ruler and I your subject," he said. ul will therefore discharge my
mind. In my travels, I journeyed to every part of the realm. The
first thing I noticed was the beauty of the older buildings. and
the bland, unimaginative architecture of the new ones."
Exasperated, the Emperor interjected, "Don't waste my time
with superficial matters. Get to the point Buildings are mere
bricks and mortar."
"Not so!" tbe wise man exclaimed. '1t speaks of tbe deepest
problem in Madisonia. The founders of the Empire apparently
thought that Beauty is an integral pan of education."
Tbe Emperor rolled his eyes. "Beauty isn' t modem. is it?"
"Of course not. Beauty is neither modem nor old. It is
eternal. Aloog with Truth and Goodness, it is the truest end of
higher education."
Perplexed, His Highness adjusted his crown. " What good are
Truth, Beauty or Goodness?"
"When you use the word 'good.' you mean 'useful,' don't
you?"
"Yes. Does philosophy or painting feed people or clothe

them? They may be interesting mental exercises. They may
even be amusing, but they have no real use,"
The wise man began to pace excitedly, illustrating his
words with impassioned gestures . "The classical
philosophers divided human labor in two categories, the
liberal arts and the servile arts. Servile artisans worked with
their bands, planting crops, making things, tending animals
and performing all of the necessary tasks that we need to
sustain our physical life,
''The liberal arts included philosophy, painting, scuJpture,
theatre. literature - all of the things you disdain as useless.
But their ' uselessness' is their glory! Humans are not
animals. We require more than mere survival." The wise man
continued des pite the quizzical expressions from the
onlookers. "Society has plenty of self-serving lawyers and
money-grubbing businessmen. Do you not see that the liberal
arts should be the jewels in the royal crown?"
"No," the Emperor said.
"Then Madisonia will co ntinue to be a bastion of
intellectual mediocrity,'' the wise man intoned.
"That's nice," the Emperor said, while examining the
royal fingernails, "Anything else?"
The wise man looked around at the coun, which by now
had lost aU interest in the proceedings. He frowned, but
spoke again. "Yes, one more observation. Our culture is
derived from four sources: ancient Greece and Rome.
Judaism and Christianity. These four pillars support the
whole of our civilization. and your subjects have virtually no
understanding of any of them. They are also doomed to
ignorance, as they think they are wise, but they are not.''
"Whatever," the Emperor said. "Speaking of wisdom. you
don't have the faintest idea about modern theories of
education, yet you're supposed to be wise. How can that be?"
The wise man tightened the rope around his waist and
adjusted his robe. "Your Enormousness, I never said I was
wise. Now I will return home to my wife and my garden."
With that. he strode out of the chamber. I ran after him.
"Mr. Wise Man," I called. He turned around.
"VesT'
"Didn't you find anything about the Empire that you
liked?"
"Hmm." He rubbed his face with one hand. "Yes, the food
in the dining facilities was fi rst rate."
And that's all that rtally matters. I thought contentedly as
the "wise man" disappeared around a comer.

Columnist Eric Joluuon is still scrubbing to this day.
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Trial by fire in a real working classroom is a

learnin~
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Senior Jenne Conner pute together • leMon plan on deecrtpt.lve peragrllph8 tor an upcoming clau at Fort Deftnece High School In Auguate
County, where she tekes a student teaching practlcum twice a week. She hopes to become a full-fledged .tudent teacher next..,.....,.

If you ever sat through a class in school when
there was a student teacher present and wondered
· why someone would go through that process,
consider senior Jen Bowers' reasoning.
" lf even just one kid picks up on something, it's
wonh it," she said.
She has been
working with a
second-grade class at
Ottobine

Elementary School in western Rockingham County.
For senior Andi Camfield, it was the positive
experience with her cooperating teacher - the
public school teacher assigned to instructing .a
student teacher at
Spotswood High that made her
realize
teaching

was indeed tbe career for her.
"Your cooperating teacher can either make o
break your decision" to teach, she said.
Because the coUege experience is supposed 11
center around edllC8lion, the idea of devoting one1
entire career to teaching others after these four (o
five or six) years of schooling is not a ver
appealing one for the majority of undergrads.
However, there is always the fringe who wouL
rather go through the extra bit of education in ordc
to teach America's youth, rather than going straigt
from JMU to an office job.
Before those students are considered competer
enough to teach on their own, they must complet
rigorous academic and field requirements.
Completion of the student's major program In hi
or her preferred subject for secondary education I
addition to education program requirement
demands a great deal of discipline. The work doe
not stop there, however.
In order to qualify for student teaching, student
must have a 2.5 grade-point average and mua
receive recommendations from both the majo
department and school.

I;

1be educational process then continues with f011
one-credit courses in multiculturalism
mainstreaming in special education, basic readin
and classtoom discipline.
An educational practicum requires the student t
spend approximately six hours a week throughOt
the semester, or a variation totaling this amoun1
such as seven hours a <by during May sessior
assisting the cooperating teacher with administrativ
and insuuctural tasks.
Making copies, planning lessons, deslgnin
quiu.es and observing classes are typical acti vitiet
but the cooperating teacher may decide to let th
Jtudent actually teach at this poinL
For math major Camfield, who completed he
practicum by teaching algebra and geometry t

ocus
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to teach either algebra or calculus. though sne IS
open to teaching any level of high school math.
Woodin plans on seeing her parents In Florida
after the semester's end. She is going to substitute
teach and prepare her resume for the next school
year. Before she will enters the market. however,
Woodin plans on "taking a very long vacation."
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after the semester's end. She is going to substitute
teach and prepare her resume for the next school
year. Before she will enters the market, however,
Woodin plans on "taking a very long vacation."
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Por math major Camfield, who completed her
practicum by teaching algebra and geometry to
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1experiencejor student teachers and students alike
Dinlh·graders, teaching experience began early.
"After a few days of observing an<l helping my
cooperating teacher, I wound up teaching.''
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Camfield said.
"Basically, practicum is your first hands-on
experience; It's where you team to teach."
Not all cooperating teachers turn their classes
over so easily, however.
"In some cases. they [the teachers] aren't willing
to give up their classes," graduate student Sandy
Woodin said. She's currently fulnlling her
practicum requirement at Harrisonburg High School
LeaChing IOtb-grade biology.
"I am very fortunate to have Mrs. Simmers and
Mr. Glick [her cooperating teachers); they are very
receptive. Some other teachers think their way is the
only way, and they won't let the student teacher
make their own mistakes."
Prospective teachers may be sent within a 45mile radius of JM U, which usually means they will
work in the Harrisonburg. Rockingham County or
Augusta County school systems.
Students often find those systems are radically
different from their former high schools 1n the
suburbs.
Senior English major Jenna CoMer commutes 30
minutes to Fort Defiance High School in Augusta
County twice a week. She spends about three hours
getting a feel for lhe classroom environment.
For her, the more rural atmosphere takes a
smidgen of gelling used to.
"It's very different from where we went to high
school in Northern Virginia, where it was a little
more diverse ... Here [at Fort Defiance] there are
only about three minorities in the school.
"It's much more small-town; everybody knows
everybody," she said.
However, Conner found that local support for the
students and their activities, like football games, is
very high.
Of course there are exceptions, and not all of the
srudent teachers are getting enough suppon, she
said.
"A lot of the kids act up because they aren't
getting any attention at home. As college students,
most of us are surrounded by people who have been
supported emotionally and financially at home. and
not all of these kids have that."
For Woodin, the most common problem is the
situation of a few students lacking academic
interest. which can be a distraction for the entire
class.

"It's a very broad spectrum [of student ~
learning], from laziness to bard work," she said. \ \\
Finding ways to get her students to
'\

Senior Jen Bowers works with a second-grade class at Ottoblne Elementary School, located In
western Rockingham County. Bowers Is nearing the completion of her practlcum.
concentrate on schoolwork is a constant challenge.
Woodin said the kids want to be "entertained. not
bored.
·
"I try to be personable, and I'm really into
getting their feedback ; I like them to feel as though
they have some voice as to what's going on in
class," she said.
Senior Bowers, a French major with a Spanish
minor who is completing her practicum by teaching
Spanish to second-graders, finds that concentration
is a major problem for her students' age group.
The problem is sometimes exacerbated in dealing
wilb a foreign language. However, most of her
students at Ottobine Elementary like learning
something new, and Bowers said she finds that
"very rewarding."
Part of keeping the classroom environment fresh
involves using visual aids and hands-on learning
techniques.
That often helps to keep the attention of the
kids, who can grow bored easily.
This is especial ly true for Woodin, who
ooerates under Harrisonburg High's 105·

minute block class period, where students are in a
class for an hour and 45 mmutes.
Using nontraditional activities with actual class
participation is one of Woodin's most successful
teChniques to maintain class interest
In order to illustrate what can get through a cell
wall, Woodin had some of the students pretend they
were the wall.
Remaining members of the class acted as
organisms trying to physically force their way
through the wall.
Activities like this broke up the monotony.
maintain student anention and stress to the students
which pans of the lesson are most important.
"Basically the kids want you to teach to the test;
they want to be told exactly what's going to be on it.
But they need to team how to pick out those thmgs
by themselves," Woodin said.
For student teachers, one of the toughest things
to master is classroom control techniques.
· When Woodin asked her students what they
thought she needed to change about the way she
taught her class, several students said she actually
needed to be more strict and even yell more.
"' thought J was yelling too much," she said.
Disciplinary techniques among the student
teachers vary.
When Camfield becomes a full-time teacher nellt fall. she hopes - she plans to be fairly tough
but mainly on the academic level.
"I'm going to be strict as far as tests go and as far
as getting homework done goes. It's a way to let
them know they can't walk all over you."
Camfield also said she enjoyed her practlcum so
much at Spotswood that she hopes to return there
for student teaching.
She's even entertaining the possibilhy of staying
in the Valley after she graduates, but is also
considering returning to her home in Scotch Plains.
NJ. to look for a job.
In either location, Camfield said she would prefer
to teach either algebra or calculus, though she is
open to teaching any level of high school math.
Woodin plans on seeing her parents in Aorida
after the semester's end. She is going to substitute
teach and prepare her resume for the next school
year. Before she will enters the market. however,
Woodin plans on "taking a very long vacation."
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Start the Holidays with JMU's own... ,
EDD[ FrOM OJID onTUESDAYthe22nd. Pizza & Pitcher Nite!
The Awesome "NITE BEFORE" Bash with...
FOR MERCY Get in early! It's College Nitel

WEDNESDAY the 23rd:

THURSDAY the 24TH:
Featuring:

TURKEY DAY! Open 8 p.m.- 2 a.m.

N ARBS

FRIDAY the 25TH: ~~D.C.'s
SATURDAY the 26TH:
Bad Habits Grille

*"Must be 21 years old
for all shows"*
Valid State I. D.

Rock' n'Roll DJ' s Dancing & Specials

Incredible Progressive & College Rock Band'~...

Top the Weekend off...
5444 Columbia Pike

BS&M

PASS THE IGUANA

Gatta C'em!

plus it'sJMU & UVA Nlte!
Specials with school J.D.
703-998-5808
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Actors' love for theatre energizes play
by Jason Corner
staff writer

-----

The dressing room looks just like you would
expect a dressing room to look. The walls ore
an ugly. indctenmnate shade. a lighted m1rror
runs the perimeter and in the center is a young
woman who apparently wtll do anything for the
the,ure.
"I had to quit smoking." Caitlin Miller said
of her role 10 ''Tolly'-. Folly ," a play running
through No' . 19 at Laumer-Schaeffer Theatre
os pan of JM U's Masterpiece Season. " It 's
physically really drmntng."
" Draining'' is exactly the kind of feeling you
would expect after running a 97-minute one-act
ploy with only one other co-actor. The most
interesting vegetable 1n the dramatic stew.
however, is the fact that Miller will perform
''Tally's Folly'' with one of two different co nctors from night to n1ght and will be sharing
her own part with entorTanya ''Tee" M arttn.
Thus. Tuesday and Wedne sday night's
performances both featured senior Da ve
Prydrychowski in the rol e of Matt but
alongside Miller Tuesday night and Manin
Wednesday. Andy Wynn takes over tonight,
with Martin again. and will act with Miller on
Nov. 18. Nov. 19 will return full circle to
Tuesday night's cast.
" The process was very demanding but also
extremely rewarding," Frydrycbowski said.
"'Sharing' a part wi th another actor is
exhilarating and confUsing. For one thing. it
separates the pan from the ego. Progress is
objectified because any 'discoveries' 1ha1 are
made i nform both of the people playing the
pan ... Instead of watching your idea of the
part germinate in your mind 's eye, you are
constanlly confronted wilh the character. right
there in front of you in the same room."
Frydrychowslti's co-actors agreed that
watching a different interpretation of their roles
added to their own performances. " It's great to
watch Tee. She's go1 a great carriage; il's very
stately, very regal. " Miller said. "She auacks,
whereas l withdraw. so she's become more
vulnerable, and I ' ve had to become more
aggressive.''
Wynn also developed his role by watching
his parallel actor. "I go• to see his physicality;

"raw acting'' exercises to get their
performances working. including a modif•ed
vcr'lon of "freet e·lag" (a theatre pon where
altOI'1> w1ll ~uddenly ''ep 1n for other acto" 10
the proces<. ot runnmg a .-.cene) 10 wh1ch .1ny
.tci Or was o~llo\\ed to \ll.'p mto any pan
" When \\ c '''Hehell. the ~uy!> Ipia} tng the
fema le partl were ''-'1) tender." M artin sn1tl
M iller sa1d, " I gnt u lot nut nf watchmg puy~
play the female pan It ..ct' up a whole
dlllercnt Unt\et'lc. am.! II hrnu~ht up'' hole new
tjUel>UOn'> "
Man} ~omtc and e'en uma11ng nwment'
happened duting the lnttt.tl pr.1d1~:c ··one mght
nnd r m not go1nl.! to 'a~ htdt pcr,un 11
wa~ -one of the girl' l..i.,,ed one 111 Ihe gu).,
very tenderly. and he fell hac!.. <HIItl the tlnur."
Arthur said "There wa\ no eommum~allc•n. II
wa.-. all 10 char<~ctcr ..
Practice moved to the 11tage l.llcr 1111. ,1nJ
rchcar<>al proceeded dunng the l'<ln\lf\lllllln ot
Jn curemel y tnlncotc ..ec. put lll~cll ,•r h~
Profe.,,or Phil Grayson's 10tcrior tie\! gil d.h,
Even w11h rotnung port~ and a con,tantl}
changing set, the challenge of he1ng on\IUgc
wilh out a break with only one o1her pcr~on
remain!>. that leJds some. lil..e Miller. to have to
g1ve up a fond niCOtine habit. What I ' the
hal\lest part about th1s'>
" Remembenng your lines." M anto sa1d.
bursting out laughmg. " You reall y thmk that
I'm joking. buill's true!" Marlin explained that
the actors have to " fill in" some of the gapl>.
saying "It's a different script every night."
Wynn said running 97 m10utes without a
break is tiring. "The hardest thing for me i s
keeping up the energy level.'' she mu<;ed.
Judges for the Irene Ryan awards. an acting
award es1ablished in 1he name of the actres
who played Grandma Clampeu on " Beverly
Hillbillies'' have already auended Wednesday
night and will also be aucnding on Nov. 18. in
order to sec all four actors perform. M artin and
Miller both recei ~t."tt nomimuion last year for
their roles 1n " Eiemosynary." The cast · ~
reahsuc but hope lui about thctr chances
" All \'OU have with thi s sho\\ reallv "
acung. there's no spectacle," Wynn sa1d "It's a
good script. but there's lots of good scn pt~ ou1
there. I f it works and it''> good then you have
to be impressed."

''

BECKY MULI.ICAN/swffplmwgrt~phl'r

Senior David FrydrychowskJ, as Matt Friedman and Caitlin Miller, as Sally Talley,
rehearse for 'Talley's Folley,• the play running at Latlmer-Shaeffer this week.
it was interesting to watch the way he used his
body." he said. Wynn expl ained he also
watched the way Frydrychowski said his lines.
''There were definitely times ... where you felt
he made a moment clearer."
On the other hand , differences in
interpretation were also SQ.mething to savor.
Frydrychowsk1 said, " We separated into two
distinct characters because as people. we have
different life experiences and will impulses."
The other side is, or course, that from night
to night an actor will be onstage with a
different partner. sending different signals
through movement, voice and pauses. This
forces a change in style beyond the concerns of
personal interpretation.
"The kind of show I do with Andy is a lot
more touchy and jokey; · Martin said, languidly
relaxing across the table from Wynn. 'There's
more of a fun relationship.''
Wynn said. "Tee has a great presence,
Caitlin has a real smallness. Because or that,

the show has to go from here." he satd as he
stretches his arms out wide, " to here." and he
cups h1s hands together in fronl of his chest.
Wynn went on to explain that this method of
rotating casting also ren ects very real concerns
of working actors. "When you're doing a
Broadway show with a long run. all the
principals are going to take vacations at one
lime or another. Although thi s tsn't a very long
run."
The cast never actually went onstage for the
first month. Instead. they practiced in the home
of professor Tom Anhur, di rector o f 1he
School of Theatre and Dance and the play'l>
director. and hi s oft - used bread- making
mach.ine. ''We made this bread and ju<;t s.H
down and run hnes. chow10g on bread." M1llcr
sat d.
Wynn said. " A lot of directors want to do a
lot With blocking and other lhings. H e'~
!Arthur) really into hands-on, raw acting."
Arthur and the cast went through various

Sex, sensual scenes sizzle the sets at Theatre II
by Anne Marriott
staff writer
Sexual tension doesn't begin to describe the actions going
on in Theatre II th1 s week. Every night there are extramarital
affairs, homosex ual and bisexual relation s. and child
molestation. And who can forget the oral seJt. orgasms and
incestuous orgies?

REVIEW
Contrary to how it might sound. all of these acuons are
part of the play ''Cloud Nine," wriuen by Caryl Churchill and
directed by junior Alice Donohoe.
The sign hanging outside the thea1re warning lhai the play
is for mature audiences doesn't heed enough warning about
the nature of material inside. Not only is the play sexually
explicit, but it also needs the intelligent mind of an adull to
capture the double entendre and puns.
Even with its advanced plot, the play opens up mnoccntly
enough. The east comes on stage donning 19th-century
altire. British pioneer Clive, played by senior Mau Tureck,
wears a sports jacket, brown pants and black riding boots.
depicting the Victorian era. His wife Beuy. played by Lee
Mayfield. sports a handsome neck-to-ankle whiLe dress

wrapped with a pink bow at the waiM. Disregarding the fact
thai the wife IS actually a man. the play seems pretty normal
at the outset. In fact. it i s almost boring. But, not for long
Only a few minutes into the openmg scene. the character!>
allow their hormo nes to get 1hc bcuer of them. The son
Edward. played by freshman Jane A Rupp plays with dolls
and inststs he spend priva te lime wtth his Uncle Harry.
played by freshman L.T . Seals. Meanwhile. Clive and Mrs
Saunders. played by Kntrin Naumann. are having sex in the
garden .
The ability of the actors to maintain a semblance of
decorum while participating 1n the se'tual favors is to be
applauded. Naumann's professionalism came through when
she delivered an o rgasm beuer than M eg Ryan's in " When
Harry Met Sally " And the subtle sexual tenses of the actors.
like the silent glances between Seals and Mayfield in the
second act, almost convince the audience that the sexual
tensions are real.
Surprisingly enough. it's no1 the frequency of exual
acti vity which cames 1his play. More ~o. the play revolve!>
around the inane tendencies of human be10gs when 11 come~
10 relauonshtps. It say!> we make fools of ourselve~ for the
chance at some sort of emotional or physical contact.
"Ooud Nine" aJso takes a stab at more seriou issues hle
slavery and white male superiority. Wh1le the audience
laughs at their antics, like Tureck lhrowing Naumann down
on the ground and kissing her dcspile her protests. the more

serious Stdc ol the play comes through. Every now and ug:11n
an actor will lool.. ru. if they were in the mid't of,, re' dation.
illmost hkc he or ~he has ligurcd out the meaning uf hie.
Soon. though. 1he rcaht} of nothmgne\\ enle" agam .•md 11''
back to frolic
Thts come' through <l ~ "ell 10 the f1N act. 'c!t •n the
189(}... a., it docl> in the !>ccond. '"' 111 the 1~9(),, '\o m.ltler
how much we hoped to have changed 10 lllO )C<m. we reall}
haven't. The play mJI..es fun of the humnn race. anJ I he
actor!' don't have problems laughing :11 ~ociety either.
A11 the act\ change. the eo~tumc' change fmm Mtlf. long
white frocl..' tu murc caw aI JCan~ and .,wcaters. Rather than
the stuff) e'>t.liC nl the Bnti!>h ariMocr.u and l.tra\\ fumttUrl',
the second ac.:t " 'et tn a p:1rl.. wuh a rel.u10g green bench
:111d a h:mgmg. '"mg.
The ' cencry changes appear to be the only real change'
bestdes a change of characters by the actors Victona. the
daughter uf Clive and Betty. is now playell b) Rupp. Edwilrd
" ployed hy Mnylield and Belly by freshman Dtanna Pn e~t
The acttons and beliefs of 1hc charucten. don·l appear w
change much. euher. The :Jctors, on the other hand. loo-.en
up. perhapl. bccou:.e the characters aren't a., ngtd 10 thetr ne"
time frame. o r perhaps bec au c the actor... aren't a,
uncomfonahle with the1r lines and action. Whatever the
reason. the rcl>ult •s a stronger. more Outd performance.
Overall, 1he play i s. well. sexual. But looki ng paM 1he
erotic naLUrc of the play, it is good for a one-n1ght s1and.

Q.
'
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A cappella group sings new sounds to campus
by Kara Ogletree
contributing writer
It's Friday afternoon on the Quad.
Students are relaxing, talking and
playing football. Nothing oot of the
ordinary. That is nothing except a
group of young women , dressed
casually in jean s, singing an a
cappella version of George Michael's
" Faith" while standing in a semi·
circle beneath a tree.
Mellow Dee Blue, the women's a
cappella group, sings a variety of
songs ranging from "Lollipop" to the
energetic, spiritual "Roll That Stone
Away" as people stop to listen or just
stare as they walk by.
Senior Sarah Egan. who stopped
-{o watch the performance, said,
"People just look at them like 'What
are those girls doing?"'
What the girls are doing is
establishing themselves as a musical
performing group at JMU. Although
the five young women have only
been si nging together for
approximately six weeks. their group
has made an effort to perform as
much as possible in order to build an
audience base.
Junior English major Morgan
Condo, who is taki~·
g the semester
off and will be reen ring JMU for
added major
spring semester with
in music, began or
zing the group
at the start of this semester.
While working at Kings
Dominion over the summer as a
roaming character actress, Condo bad
seen a lot of problems wilb the
women's a cappella group that

performed there.
"l knew bow I wanted it to be
done, so I decided to do it myself,"
she said, explaining her desire to
organize a group and sing at Kings
Dominion.
Condo first asked her sister,
sophomore Andrea, who has also
been singing lo choirs since
elementary school, to join the group
because she knew of her sister's
experience and Jove of music.
The younger Condo immediately
agreed to join.
''Ever since I heard 1he first piece,
I fell in love with the idea of 1he
group," she saicl
To complete the group, the older
Condo advertised around campus
and eventually added sophomore
Sheryl Wood, junior Tess Woodard
and sophomore Kristin Wahrheit All
three girls bad performance
experience through choirs in high
school and other activities, and Wood
also had four years of voice training
in opera.
Although Mellow Dee Blue was
originally formed with the intention
of working a1 Klngs Dominion this
summer, Morgan Condo said the
group has enjoyed performing
together so much that they plan to
stay together whether or not they are
offered the job which they auditioned
for Monday when Paramount judges
cametoJMU.
" We really get a kick out of
performing. All of us are getting
something out of this group that we
couldn't get before," Morgan Condo
said.

Music production class
organizes R & B concert
by Karen Bitz
contributing writer
The bot new sounds of an R&B
band wUI be heard in Harrisonburg
this weekend when the up·and·
coming new band. Ill & AI Scratch
performs in Godwin gym on Nov. 19
from 9 p.m. unti12 a.m.
Dl & Al Scratch hails from New
York City, and their two singles,
"Where's My Ho miez" and ·Tn
Take Her" have both appeared in
Billboard's Top 10 R & B singles.
Senior Jon Gleich is in Music
industry 420, the tbree.credit
productions class organizing Lhe
event, and said groups on campus
have responded to the news of the
upcoming show. The class is divided
into committees similar to UPB. It is
like a mock production board, and it
serves to teach stUdents bow to plan a
production and put it into practical

we.
"An R&B band was a good choice
because the minority interest caused
more organizations to support the
event." Oleidl said.
1be event is beina co-spoo.sored
by the University Proarun Bolrd, the
Black Student AlJ.ianc:e, Studeou for
Minority Outreach, the service
frltemity Omega Psi Pbi and WXJM.
UPB musical advents chair, junior
Craig Welbum, is expecting a large
draw for this event. wbicb is the first
R ct: B show sponsored by JMU. "I
eocourare a lot of people to come,
especially people who like to dance,"
he said.
This event wiU take place durin&

Take a LooJc weekend, when 7001300 perspective minority students
are expected to visit JMU. They ,are
invited to attend and experience a
coUege social setting.
The money raised from the event
will go toward the three·credit
productions class and their future
productions. The charge is $7 prior to
the show and Sl 0 at the door.
While planning the event. studenlS
in the class found many limitations
since they have to adhere to the same
limitations as real·life production
committees. Gleich said these
limitations include finding a good
place for the concert. This is bard at
JMU since he said there is no ideal
facility to put on a concert.
"It is bard to house a band in
Wilson Audltorium because of the
number of seats. aod the Convocation
Center is not really set up for a
concert. It is impossible to have
general admission there." be said.
Deciding on the the location of the
production was only one of the
preparations the class took. part in.
Headed by two co-chairs, t he
members planned every aspect of the
event. They were divided into five
committees including publicity,
public relations, budget, events and
prodUction.
Tbe event is open to 1MU students
as well as otbe:r students. DJ Pru, a
disc joc:k:ey from Washington, D.C..
will also appear at the event to play
music before and after the premier
perf0l'lll8llce.
With aU of this plannina and
work, Gleich said the committee

In the past six weeks, Mellow Dee
Blue has held casual performances
every Friday afternoon on the Quad,
and they performed at The Liule
Grill on Oct. 16 on open microphone
nig.ht.
Friday they sang at the
Coffeehouse Night in Taylor Hall.
which was sponsored by the
Presbyterian Campus Ministry. They
will perform there again on Dec. 9.
Kathy Shortall. a junior who
auendcd the performance, said,
"They look li~e they' re having so
much fun, and it looks like they
spend a lot of time working
together."
The night following the
Coffeehouse performance, Mellow
Dee Blue held a concert in Logan
Hall with another a cappella group,
called Reveille. from William &
Mary.
Sophomore Brad Rash, who
Saturday
night's
attended
performance, said he was impressed
ERICA BLEEG/stnlor photographu
overall but that there were "a couple
Mellow Dee Blue rehearses In the Logan Hall TV lounge Saturday
parts which needed ironlng out.
'The popular songs were the ones night In preparation for trying out to sing for KJngs Dominion.
that shone through because people want to do something that's tired."
Sophomore Emily Mahaffey said,
After the group chooses a song to '1'heir energy, liveliness and quality
knew the words and tune, so it was
fun," he said.
perform. Morgan Condo arranges the have really improved in the time thai
Woodard said. "When people musical parts for eac h of the they've been together. They're an upthink of a cappella, they think more members, and the song is shaped and-coming group at JMU.''
doo.wop," the stereotypical mellow, unlquely for Mellow Dee Blue.
According to the group ' s
'50s-style music. " We're more
In the past six weeks the group members, a lot of people who have
contemporary because we want to has spent five hours or more a week seen them have been surprised at the
appeal to a general audience," she practicing together in addition to emergence of the group.
working individually on their pans.
said.
·Wahrheit said, " We have a
ln selecting their songs, Wood
Some audience members have different style, a different sound than
said they "want people in the been following Mellow Dee Blue's people are used to. We're pretty'
audience to know the songs but don't progress since the group was formed. much taking everybody by surprise.''

Students plan weekend band fest
by Traci Pryor
contributing writer
A wild rumpus will bring a stir to Hanson Field this
weekend, causing a little excitement on an otherwise
quiet Sunday afternoon, when seven bands perform in
the Festival of the Wild Rumpus on Nov. 20.
The festival will give students the opportunily to
hear a wide variety of college band music, according to
sophomore Joy Ferrante, one of four students who
coordinated the cvenL Some types of music that will be
played are rock, altem.ative and blues, according to
Ferrante.
Senior Cecil Conley, bass player for Fried Moose,
one of the bands that will be performing, said this
variety will add to the festival.
"Basically I would encourage people to come hear
original music," be saicl
Ferrante, along with sophomores Leanne Cline,
Bethany Hope and Rob Carter, decided to organize the
fes tival as part of a project for their speech
communications class where they were to come up with
a problem on campus. They decided that students had a
lack of knowledge about the variety of music available
to them.
Tbe students have been planning and organizing the
event for about three or four weeks. "We are just four
random students who decided to find college bands and
have a concert," Ferrante said.
The four novice promoters had to work to find a
place to bold the event and had to secure a date that
didn't interfere with any major campus events such as a
football game.
The festival lineup includes seven bands, both from
JMU and other areas outside of the campus and
Harrisonburg community. Besides Fried Moose, Blue
Beard's Closet and Countetpaint from JMU will be part
of the concert. as will The Grind and Red Weather from
·Roanoke, The Circle Six from West Virginia and
Dlsrilhrnla from Nortbem Virginia Counterpoint was a
recent winner of the University Program Board talent
show.
1'bese seven bands are all playing for free for our
enjoyment," Ferrante said. In addition, Frederiksen,

Hanson, Chandler and Wayland halls and the Office of
Residence Life donated money to pay for the PA
system and the fliers advertising the festi val.
Sophomore Brian Jackson, the lead vocalist for Blue
Beard's Closet, said his band looks forward to playing
in the festival even though they are not being paid. He
said they enjoy playing and believe this is an
opportunity for good publicity.
"1 just like to play, and J think it's flattering that
people come to listen to us," Jackson said. ''Later
they'Ll pay to come and see us."
Jackson compares Blue Beard's Closet's music to
Alice in Chains and Metallica. ..Our music doesn't just
appeal to a narrow audience," Jackson said. "I could
picture a lot of people finding it appealing. It will make
you jump."
Blue Beard's Closet is oot the only band ready to • ·
play for the festival's audience. Conley said his band
agreed to play for free because they wanted to support
the festival, which he sees as a ucool project ..
Conley said, ..J agreed mostly because I like little
festival things. We' ll get to play for different crowds."
He said this festival gives younger students a unique
opportunity since they are not old enough to go to bars
where many college bands often play.
"Our music is sort of bluesy, groovy, world beat,
Mid·Atlantic blues," Conley said. "We play both
acoustic and electric sets."
While the bands provide the entertainment, Papa
John's will take care of the food with their donation of
free pizza for lhe festival. Also, there wiU be free tie
dying for those who bring their own clothing, and Coca
Cola has agreed to donate free Coke for the C1vent
"It's going to be a fun time. It is a chance to be
exposed to a lot of bands that are trying to get a start,"
Ferrante said. "lbese bands have potential"
Since the festival is free of charge. Ferrante hopes to
see a large turnout.
Ferrante said, " A concert is always fun and
hopefully the weather will be nice." lf it rains, the
festival will be held inside Hanson study lounge.

The FurivoJ oftlu! Wild R11111pi4S will ~from 11 a.m. to
5 p.m. on Nov. 20 on Han.son Fuld.
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'Frankenstein' gets an up, a down
Breeze reviewers view film of classic gothic horror story differently
"Director and star Branagh,
the greatest directing
discovery since Steven
Spielberg, presents us with a
swirling, beefed up, gothic
romance that·is the best
adaptation of this story yet
and one of the finest ho"or
films in memory."
-Brent Bowles

11

ft isn't bad,
but it isn't great either.
There are plenty of greaJ
things about the movie,
but there are also an equal
number of drawbacks."

1

Literature and honor fans alike can revel in
"Mary Shelley's Frankenstein," the newest film
from actor-director Kenneth Branagh and
produoers Francis Ford Coppola and James V.
Hart. It is the big tcreen's most faithful, lavish
and energetic telling of the classic horror story.
Be warned: if you are expecting a remake of
John Whale's 1931 classic with Boris Karloff,
you're looking in the wrong place. Stepb
Lady's original script, rewritten by "The
Shawsbank Redemption" director Prank
Darabont, follows closer to Shelley's 1818
novel, to which the '3 1 Oick paid liltle respect.
Director and Jlar Branagh, the greatest
directing discovery since Steven Spielberg,
presents us with a swirling, beefed-up gothic
romance that is the best adaptation of this story
yet and one of the finest horror films in
memory.
Branagh, playing the ultimate mad scientist
Victor Frankenstein, gives a fiery performance
more akin to bis portrayal of Henry V in the
1989 remake of the film he wrote and directed.
Branagh brealbs fire into language in the same
glorious manner with which be presented the
Baret He furiously touts Frankenstein Just the
way Shelley intended the clwacter: more of a
monster than his creature.
Also emphasized as Shelley intended is
Frankenstein' s romance with his childhood
auachment, Elizabeth, featuring Helena
Bonham Carter in the fllm's best performance
as the girl wbo was raised in a sister-like
relationship. Her bone china features offer a
great deal of beaury amidst the ugliness of the
story . She shows the same passionate
disposition as sbe did in " Hamlet" and
"Howards End." She and Branagh make an
elegant couple on screen, and hopefully they
wiU break into mainstream Hollywood films
with this one.
The film's big name casting choice, and a
horrible one at that, is Robert DeNiro as
Frankenstein's monster. I don't think Shelley
wanted ber monster to have a Brooklyn accent.
Make no mistake, he is nothing like Karlofrs
dumb lug; this monster is the thinking, feeling
and tortured creature that Shelley conceived.
DeNiro's makeup, fantastically designed by
him and Branagh, is truly horrifying, and his
performance can't help but evoke a little
sympathy despite the fact that DeNiro shows
right through his makeup. Even though he
should't be in the rote. DeNiro offers a great
performance.
The rest of the cast. including Tom Hulce of
..Amadeus," ian Holm of "Alien," Aidan Quinn
of "Blink" and 111 UMICOplir.able John Cleese,
are wasted. They have liaJe to do, and a lot of
talen.t that c:ouJd have been utilized so weD.
They are great actors and the roles they are
given are not up to their par.
And while boot fans may be disappointed
with tbe sudden course change the screenplay
takes from Shelley's novel near the end, it's
impossible not to be swept up by the film's
atrnolpblft.
Routing a $45 million price tag, "Mary
Shetley's Frankenstein" has a look like no

!t

-Michael Robinson
other film ever has. Its hypnotic. gothic sets,
designed by Tim Harvey. have a soaring
romantic grandeur out of 1940s Hollywood.
Branagh infuses the rilm with a kinetic.
Lightning pace, much as he did with .. Much
Ado About Nothing" in 1993, and the speed is
unexpected and breathlessly exciting. Roger
Pratt's luscious photography swirls and dips
with frightening alacrity, and Patrick Doyle's
thundering music heightens the romance of this
lavish gothic whirlwind.
With superior craftsmanship and masterful
combination of technical marvels, Branagh
amazes the viewer once again with his
directorial genius in "Mary Shelley's
FranbnSlein," staying preuy faithful to the
original text and giving it a dizzying speed and
romantic glory. Branagh and Bonham Caner
give fiery performances. and despite the
illogical casting, DeNiro is OK as the monster.
Nothing like the 1931 original, and much bener
than Coppola's "Bram Stoker's Dracula" (with
which it would make a great double bill since
they are both recent and true to gothic
literature).
This "Frankenstein" stands all by itself.
Only Branagh could have given the Shelley
masterpiece the radiant fury it needs on the big
screen and, while not his best, it's certainly a
wonbwhile achievement Horror fans will love
the gore, and lit fans will love the lore, so be
warned: it's alive.

There are good movies and bad movies.
There are great movies and movies that
descend into the depths of Ed Woodian
awfulness and beyond. And there are movies
that are just "there."
Kenneth Branagh' s "Mary Shelley 's
Frankenstein" falls into the last category. It
isn' t bad. but it isn't aU that great either. There
are plenty of great things about the movie, but
there are also an equal number of drawbacks. It
is definitely better than " Bram Stoker's
Drac ula," the first of the recent revival of
classic gothic horror stories from producer
Francis Ford Coppola.
Unlike Coppola's "Dracula," Branagh's film
stays much closer to the original material ,
which may disappoint viewers eApecting an
inarticulate, menacing monster. Robert
DeNiro's portrayal of Victor Frankenstein's
monster is one of the highlights of the film. His
monster is a great tragic figure, disowned by
his "father" and the world around him and thus
forced into committing evil acts.
But tbe monster is more pitiful than evil,
which is fitting to Shelley's story, in which the
true monster is Victor Frankenstein, played by
director Branagh. He brings about the
destruction of hi s world by his desire to
eliminate death. His case is one of the cl.assic
examples of the road to hell being paved with
good intentions.
Victor, driven by grief by the death of his
mother and the
s tudy of old
metaphysi ca l
works, strives to
create life under
the tutelage of
Profe ssor
Waldman,
played by an
almost
unrecognizable
John Cleese (of
Monty Python
fame).
He
succeeds,
of
course, in an
intricate, Rube
Go ldburgesqe
laboratory that
would have been
tremendou s ly
impressive if it
were not for a
huge, pulsating.
goofy-looking
sack that made it
look as if he was
using some sort
of cake icing
dispenser in the
creation of his
monster.
,.
That is one of
the
major
drawbacks of the
film . h is often
MJCKA£L ROBINSON/conrribwing artist unintentionally

humorous. such as in one scene where Victor
carries a corpse up a staircase. It is supposed to
be dramatic. but it ends up being comic due to
the corpse's arm sticking straight up a nd
waving back and forth as if it were saying "bye
bye." It was also funny that nobody seemed to
think it was odd that Victor Frankenstein was
going around collecting amniotic fluid from
birthing rooms. And although Vic was
supposed to be using the finest brain around for
his monster. r couldn't get over the fact that
Frankenstein's monster had, get this, John
Cleese's brain!
Besides the unintentional laughs, another
major drawback was that it was extremely
gory. Now. I'm not one who gets easily
grossed out by the movies, but "Frankenstein"
had me squirming. It's the kind of movie that
people who enjoy watching, as well as
recording, documentaries oo surgery would
enjoy. But this is also a tribute of sons to the
makeup men.
The monster's makeup was astounding.
When the creature first awakens it looks like a
week-old corpse that had been sitting in a river
for a while. The open places when: it bad been
stitched together are red and raw, and
throughout the film they gradually heal. The
stitches faU out and hair starts growing. This is
done very subtly, at least as subtle as a bunch
of sewn together body parts can be, and will
probably win an Oscar for makeup over the
lesss-dramatic but more impressive makeup in
"Interview With the Vampire."
Also award destined, but not worthy, are the
sets, which have the unfortunate quality of
often looking like sets. Although not quite as
bad as in "Dracula," which was supposed to
have a "filmed on a set'' look, the obviousness
is often slightly distracting.
Another distracting element is that one is
constantly aware of all the acring going on. The .• •

cast is great, but the production suffers from
Branagh's attempt to be overly dramatic. The
actors over act, speaking with unnecessary
passion for the slmplist things. "Dracula.'' on
the other hand, had a slightly different problem
with acting. In that movie there is a lack of
acting going on and the people seem out of
place.
One of the major complaints about the
actors in " Drac ula" was tbat they were
Americans who did not sound British. "Mary
Shelley's Frankenstein" is full of British actors
who do not sound Swiss. although that
probably won ' t bother people as much as
Keanu Reeves sounding like he was always
about to say "dude" in "Dracula."
While " Dracula" bad a major problem of
deviating greatly from the original source,
"Mary Shelley's Frankenstein" doesn't share
this problem to the same extent
Ultimately "Mary Shelley's Frankenstein"
leaves the audience with a feeling of positive
indifference. It wasn't bad, but there was
something lacking. It is the kind of movie that
you wouldn't go out of your way to see again,
but if it ever came on television, you wouldn' t
change the channel.
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NCAA championship within JMU's grasp
by Amy Keller
staffwriter
After Sunday's sudden death win over Penn
State, the JMU field hockey team has their
sights set on capturing the national title. The
team travels to Boston this weekend to face
Northwestern in one of the Final Pour
match ups.
This weekend is exactly what the team has
prepared for all season, according to head
coach Christy Morgan.
"We've always taken this one game at a
time," she said. "At the beginning of the season
we knew we had the potential to be a very good
team. This was always in the back of our
mJnds."
Should JMU beat Northwestern. they would
face the winner of the Iowa-North Carolina
semifinal game Sunday in the NCAA final . If
JMU advances, the final will be aired live on
campus cable channel 52 at I:30 p.m.
Though the Dukes had a hard time scoring
goals against Penn State, Morgan feels her
team plays as a whole unit rather than as a
defensive team and an offensive team.
'The team Is our strength. We play as one
team, not as separate units," she said.
After a series of home games that drew
tremendous support from JMU students and
faculty. the team must trtvel to Boston to play
in front of thousands of field hockey fans.
"The support we've gotten here has been
great for us," Morgan said. "I've had students
and professors call me to wish us luck. It's
been great."
TraveUng aside, the team will have to adjust
to the colder Boston weather this weekend.

FILE PROTO

Senior forward Eileen Amaldo (right) In action this season against North Carolina.
JIIU may again meet up with the Tar Heels In the NCAA championship game.

"The turf at Northeastern is similar to our
own, so that won't be a problem," said senior
defender Renee Ranere. " But it's going to be
cold, and we'JI have to adjust to that and play
our game and give 110 percent despite the
weather."
The matc hup with Northwestern is just

another game for the Dukes as far as their
game-winning strategy is concerned.
''They' ll mark Carole [Thate) like all our
opponents do," Morgan said. "Then someone
else will pull through for us . There are no
major weak spots on this team. so when one
player is marked tightly, the rest of the team

steps up to perform.''
After a very successful season. the Dukes
have no intentions of changing their style of
play to accommodate their Pinal Four
opponents.
"We've come so far this season, and we've
proven that we don't have to adjust our game
for any other team." Thate, a sophomore
rnidfielder, sajd, "All we need to do is be very
confident with ourselves and with our game. If
we give it our all, we can win."
Last year when the team lost to North
Carolina in the second round of the NCAA '
tournament they vowed to make it at least that
far again.
"You can never have expectations that are
too high," Thate said. "Our goal was to make it
to the Final Four. and now that we have. we
want to go farther."
A team of "risk takers," accordt ng to
Morgan, the Dukes are well aware of what they
have to do to claim a victory over
Northwestern.
"This team is full of opportunistic players.''
Morgan said. ''We have to lay it on the line.
We know it's all over if we don't win. As long
as we've given it our all, we'll be happy with
our effon.''
With that in mind the Dukes prepare for
their trip to Boston with dreams of a nattonal
champtonship.
"When you're in the postseason you need to
be enjoymg yourself. We earned it, so we are
going to enjoy it.'' Morgan said. 'This makes it
all worthwhile.
"Like all things in life, if it's not fun , you
shouldn't be doing it. And we are having fun
with this.''

Men's soccer tO battle North Carolina
Dukes again denied home playoffgame
by Mike Wissot
staffwriter
After three consecutive years of being
deprived a first-round home game in the
NCAA tournament, the I Oth-ranked JMU
men's soccer team has yet to receive the
recognition it could be argued it statistically
deserves.
Despite having another banner season, the
Dukes have only one choice left to finaiJy tum
some heads in the soccer world - win an
NCAA tournament game.
JMU will again have the opportunity to do
so, facing 11th-ranked University of North
Carolina-Chapel Hill on Nov. 20 at I p.m.
"It doesn't matter what we do in terms of
getting a home game;• head coach Tom Martin
said. " We put a new facility up, and this is our
thbd year on the trot being in the tournament
What do we have to do to get a home game?"
"The Dukes awaited the tournament-pairings
announcement Monday evening in Godwin
Hall. Upon hearing about who and where they
were playing, a number of the players
responded with disappointment
According to Martin, receiving and winning
a home tournament game would afford JMU
the respect often accorded to interstate rival
University of Virginia.
The pairing was questionable in accordance
with regional matchups.
Although Maryland plays cross-town rival
Georgetown and Duke faces Florida
International , it was hard for Mlrtin to
understand why UNCGreensboro is traveling
to the UVa. when it could have been matched
against the Tar Heels of Chapel Hill
"I question some of their logic, sending
Greensboro to Virginia," Martin said. "If logic

prevailed, we should be playing at Virginia in
the first round. That would have been fine by

us.''
Martin, in fact, has been seeking a game
with the CavaUers for quite some time. UVa.
head coach and NCAA-tournament selection
chairman Bruce Arena has chosen not to
schedule any official games with JMU.
" I sometimes wonder if the system of
m.ak.ing decisions is fair and equitable." Martin
said. "'bviously in terms of playing at home,
it's a very significant advantage."
A win down in Chapel Hill, however, may
change the national opinion of JMU soccer and
possibly give the Dukes a second-round home
game at Reservoir Street Field.
"1bat's something that we have to relay to
our lcids," Martin said. "If we get down there
and win, then the right eyes should open up."
Although the Tar Heels boast a 13-6 record,
lbey have only lost one game at home this
season. but in ils last seven games, UNC
produced a mere 3-4 marking.
North Carolina head coach Elmar Bolowich
guides a team who, despite suffering from
injuries at midseason, is nearly at full strength
for its NCAA tournament matchup.
The Tar Heels' offense is led by a fairly
young arsenal of players. Sophomore forward
Temoc Suarez, a first-team selection in the
Atlantic Coast Conference, has scored 39
points, including 16 goals to rank among the
national leaders.
Sophomore midf~elder and aJI-ACC player
Victor Suarez follows his brolber in team
scoring, taUying seven goals and 15 assists.
Junior defender Eddie Pope is also coming
off an all-star season, rounding off the Tar
Heels' ACC first-team representatives.
"They're a great team with super talent,"

MACCIE WELTER!sl!nior photographtr

Men's soccer coach Tom Martin awaits announcement of team match ups and game
sites with players and tans Monday night In Godwin Hall.
teams, Bennett said the team will have to adjust
Martin said. " We have to get over being
to a shorter passing game against UNC.
discoumged about who and where we play."
"If we get on top early, it's going to be hard
History hardly favors JMU. Last year the
to beat us," Bennett said. "Don't underestimate
Tar Heels handed the Dukes a 3-0 loss before
us. We could be the dark horses in lhe NCAA
the regular season ended. and in the last 14
tournament."
years, the Dukes have only won three games
Should the Dukes defeat the Tar Heels. they
against ACC teams.
would meet up with the winner of Duke and
"We know that they're a good team," senior
Florida lntemauonal. JM U lost to FlU tn
forward and co-captain Brent Bennell said.
overtime 4- 1 this year.
" We played with a lack of urgency and
Accordtng to Bennett. he is already prepared
performance ' last year. But this game is
for a second-round possibility.
different, and we' ll be ready to play come
Sunday."
" I told my family that I wouldn' t be home
for Thanksgiving," Bennett said. "Hopefully.
Although the Dukes were able to get away
I' ll be right."
with playing the long ball against weaker

~
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Football poised for first Yankee Conference title
Dukes claim championship
with win over Northeastern,
New Hampshire loss to BU

Team in strong contention
to host I-AA playoff game
The JMU football team has done its job - win. Now, it's
time for the 1-AA selection commiuee to do theirs. The 9- 1
Dukes know they're headed into the playoffs, the question is
where and against who.
The "where" part of the question should be preuy simple.
Based on its No. 5 ranking and what JM U athletic director Don
Lemish describes as an "aggressive" bid for a home game,
JMU should host a lin.t-round playoff game Saturday, Nov. 26.
Yes. the 26th is smack in the m1ddle of Thanksgiving break.
but Lcmish hope~ to have a strong student contingent back for
the game. Dorms will be open Nov. 26. and Lemish plans on
havmg corporate sponsors pay the five dollar student entrance
fee to the game
"We're trying to get some high-level corporate support that
will allow us to buy tickets for our students," Lemish said.
"Our objective is to provide as many as 4.000 student tickets.
The key to having a good crowd is getting our students back.
llJld that's where I want to place the focus."
Now comes the hard part -speculating about who JMU
will face 10 the playoffs' first round. Sixteen te~ms comprise
the playoff field. which is selected Nov. 20.
If trying to come up with an opponent for the Dukes at
home. break out your copy of the 1-AA top 20 and consider the
following factors:
• Boston University and New Hampshire should represent the
Yankee Conference along with JMU. William & Mary, with
three losses, is one of the many teams "on the bubble." The
committee doesn't like to match conference rivals in first round
games. so cross the above teams off your ljst
• Scratch No. 9 Grambl ing St. and No. 13 University of
Pennsylvania. The two teams don't participate in the playoffs.
• The commiuee traditionally gives the higher ranked teams the
eight first-round home games. Assuming JMU plays at home.
cross off the top five or six teams in the poll, as they will most
likely be at home as well.
• Keep in mind the selection commiuee likes to keep teams on
their respective coasts as much as possible in order to generate
ran support.

Now, after all this. do you have an opponent for the Dukes?
Didn'tthink so.
One team all of the JMU campus, including Lemish, is
buzzing about playing is 7-2-1 Alcorn State, which is led by
Heisman Trophy candidate Steve "Air" McNair.
"Personally. I hope we play Alcorn State. You talk about
having a great promotion opportunity, that would be great."
Sixteenth-ranked ASU does fit nicely into the above criteria.
Alcorn is another bubble team, but greatly boosted their playoff
hopes by last week by upsetting then-sixth-ranked Troy State.
For JMU head coach Rip Scherer, all the playoff hype is the
last thing on his mind:
"What I told our players is that we're not going to discuss
this beyond the statement that I believe that winning nine
games will put us in the playoffs and now we just want to focus
on the Yankee Conference championship. I don't want them to
discuss the [playoffs) amongst themselves or with anybody."
Besides, hyping the playoffs is a job for the media and fans .

There will be a quiz on the following material later.
When the No. 5 JMU football team takes the field Nov. I 9
against Northeastern. it's with the goal of claiming their first
Yank.e e Conference championship title.
The process may be easier said than done.
lf JMU (9· 1 overall, 6- l YC) wins and Boston University (91. 6-l) defeats the University of New Hampshire (9-1, 7-0), the
three teams would be declared tri-champions. JMU, however.
would receive the automatic bid to the NCAA playoffs on the
basis that it beat Boston University.
As for New Hampshire, despite the fact it defeated the Dukes
27-24 on Sept. 17, the Wildcats would not receive the bid
because a loss to BU would mark their second defeat to a
Division i-AA team, the fi rst coming at the hllJlds of Hofstra.
The o nly way for UN H to claim sole possession of the
Yankee Conference crown is to defeat the Terriers in Boston.
If JMU loses to the 1-9 Huskies of Northeastern, and BU
wins, the Terriers would claim the title and the automatic bid.
Despite the current playoff scenario. JMU head football
coach Rip Scherer knows there's no point in rehashing the New
Hampshire loss and thinking about what might have been.
'That's like life," he said. "That's a lesson our players have
to learn. You don't have a chance to go back and undo things
that have happened prior. You learn from that lesson, and
hopefully we learned in that game some things that helped us be
a beuer team for the rest of the season.··
Scherer is quick to point out that doesn't mean he'll be on
the sidelines anxiously awaiting the BU-UNH final score.
" In fact. I'm hoping we d on't even make the PA
announcement," he said. "I don't want our players to be worried
about that. The only thing we can worry about is the 11 guys
wearing black pants and white jerseys and black helmets."
Now pull out a piece of paper and a pencil, and in the
interest of Honor Awareness Week. please don't look at your
neighbor's answers.

- Adam Foldenauer

- Alison Boyce
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JMU head football coach Rip Scherer

SPORTS
HIGHLIGHTS
HEC HEPOHT

vs.

Game:

Northeastern at JMU. Nov. 19, l

p.m.

Dukes notes: Sophomore running bac.k
Kelvin Jeter was named an honorable
mention Yankee Conference Player of the
Week for-his career-high 118 yards oo 16
carries io JMU 's win over Connecticut.
Junior wide receiver Juan Dorsey is out for
the remainder of the season w1tb a back
injury. A win over Northeastern would
move JMU to 10-l , their best regular season
record in the 22-year history of the program.

Data: Northeastern picked up it-; fir.sr win
of the season Saturday, inching past Maine,
23- 16. The Huskies almost pulled out an
upset in Williamsburg against the Shawn
Knight-less Tribe before falling 17-12 and
only lost by three to UMass, 27.- 24.
Sophomore tailback Brian Vaughn leads the
team in rushing, averagi.ng 4.2 yards per
attempt. He bas accumulated 758 yards this
season. The Dukes sromped Northeastern
52-21 last year in Boston.

Rip says:

'1 want [our players) to play
relaxed and aggressive. That's why I
thought Saturday was important from a win
standpoint, to take the pressure off of them
of postseason competition ... This is a
must-win game for us in terms o f the
conference championship."

NewHam~hi~

BostonU.
Ma.ssachllselts
COilJ).ectiaut
Rhode Island
Maine

J:imcs Madjson

William &: Mary
DeJaware
Villanova
Richmond
Northe~~Stem

XC.
6-J
S-2
4-3

2-6
1-6
1.-6

o.-.o tE !A

9-1· 0 316· 161
7-3-0 25hl90
~'3-1 334 213
.5-6-0 246 248
3-?-0 16j 29~
1-9-0 166 264

Last week's usults
James Madison 48; Connecticut 20
Northeastern 23, Maine 16
~ew Hampshire 21.. Villaaova 14
Boston U. 2l,Army 12
·
Delaware State 28, Rhode lSland 26
Del aware 41 , Hofstra 41
· ..
Youngstown State 28, Massachusetts 9

Ibll! l!'cek'S scltecluk

Conne~ti¢111 at Massachusetts
New Hampshire at Boston U.
Northeastern at JMU
RbQde l.sland at ~Jaware
William & Mary at Richmond

• The water polo club defeated N.C. State
12- 10. Ohio State 5-0 and East Carolina 1210 in the JM U Fall Tournament. They lost
to Virginia Tech in the championship game.
Senior Greg Burns had 14 goals and senior
Bri a n Flamm had eight for the the
tournament.
• The women's soccer club lost to William
& Mary 1-0 Nov. 6.
• The Madison Outing club is goi ng
horseback riding this weekend. For info call
Erin or Alice ar 432-0759.
• "Happy Hour." a Friday workout at 5:15
p.m. at Hillside Fitness Center. On Nov. 18
"Sweat Express'' class. On Dec. 2, "Holiday
Hop."
• Yoga- relieve stress with relaxing yoga.
Mondays at noon and Thursdays at 5: 15
p.m. in Godwin HaJJ rm. 205.
• Tal Chi - try this ancient form of
exerc ise. Classes on Monday and
Wednesday at 5: 15 p.m. in Godwin Hall nn.
205.
• Roller skating at Skatetown USA - it's
JM U night tonight. Admission is free with
JAC card. Skate rental is $I from 7:30- 10
p.m.
• Wellness Wednesday- in preparation for
finals , check out the presentation "Test
Anx.iety & Relaxation" on Nov. 30 at 7 p.m.
in Taylor Hall rm. 203.
• lntramuml Holiday Food Drive One-Pitch
Softball - each participant must bring one
can of food in order to play. Entries opened
Monday in Warren Hall rm. 300 and close
Nov. 22. There is a 12 team limit
• Intramural Hot Shot and Free Throws on
Nov. 20. Sign up in Godwin gym.

l\IE!'tS SOCCEH
Three named to Men's
Soccer All-State Team
The Virginia Sports Information Directors
announced the Virginia All-State Team on
Tuesday with three JM U players honored,
two on the first team.
Junior Kyle Swords was named first team
defender and junior Kaarlo Kankkunen was
named first team at the midfielder position.
Senior Bre nt Bennett, who recently
recovered from injury to help JMU to its
third straight Colonial Athletic Association
title, was named honorable mention at
forward.
I

FOOTBALL
In anticipation of hosting a first-round
Di vision 1-AA football playoff game Nov.
26, JMU athletic officials have announced
the following information and procedures
for clistributing game tickets.
Reserve tickets will be $ 10. Reserve
tickets will be available beginning at 8 a.m.
Monday. Nov. 21 in the ConvocaLion
Center ticket office. Student tickets will be
$5. JMU will make 4,000 tickets available
to JM U stude nts at no charge through
sponsorships
by local
business
establishments.
Students may obtain business-sponsored
ticket coupons from residence hall advisers
or in the JMU bookstore or Godwin Hall
rm. 206. By presenti ng their student
Identification cards. students may redeem
the coupons for tickets at the gate on game
day also.
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GUEST
PREDICTOR

...... ..
Season tOlal .. .... ... .....
WlMl.ng percentage ...
u~week

Michigan at Ohio State
Auburn at Alabama
North Carolina at Duke
Virginia at Virginia Tech
Washington at washington State

San Diego at New England
Indianapolis at Cincinnati
Green Bay at Buffalo
Cleveland at Kansas City
Miami at Pittsburgh

Cl'aJg l.and1<;
asst. Spotts editor
s~

74-36-0

.672

Craig Newman

managing cdicor
IH--0
67-43-0
(i:f)

M.1kc Wlssot
ports writer

7-4-0
67-43
.f:n)

Alison Boyce:
pons edltor

c;-6-0
62..1H-0
S63

Ginnie Henry
c:u-hosl
~The

Pres.'> Box"

Ohio State
Michigan
Michigan
Ohio tate
Auburn
Auburn
Au bum
Alabama
Auburn
North Carolina North Carolina North Carolina North Carolina North Carolina
Virginia Tech
irginia Tech
Vuginia Tech
Virginia Tech
Vl!girua Tech
Washington State Washington
Washington Washington tate Wa hlngton

Michigan

San Diego
Indianapolis
Buffalo
Kansas City
Pittsburgh

Nothing like a couple hard-nosed state rivalries to bring some excitement to college
football. This week we have four of the beuer state rivalries in the nation (okay UNC-Duke
is usually a beuer basketball game then football, but with a one-point line, who could
resist?). The most imponant of the contests obviously being the Tigers vs. the Crimson
Tide. An Alabama win will kick Bowden Jr. out of the tttle picture for good. not to mention
NCAA probation.
With only two weeks left for predictors, the only real question is whether Mike or Craig
N. will take second place. Alison. with her intense effon and uncompromising will, has a
vinual lock on last place. leaving a poor example for female sponswriters. Alas, there's
always next year, Alison.

San Diego
Indianapolis
Green Bay
Cleveland
Miami

San Diego
Cincinnati
13uffalo
Cleveland
Pittsburgh

New England
Indianapolis
Buffalo
Cleveland
Miami

San Diego
Cincinnau
Buffalo
Kansas City
Miami

Three weeks IS all that stands between Craig L. and the championship. Though he ma)
seem a bit brain-dead after the 5-6 week. the ~ven-game lead 1 all but msurmountable.
Apologies to fans of the Yankee Conference. Picking th1s week's JM U-Nonheastem game
would've been too much of a gimme this late in the season. Keep your fingers crossed for a
JMU home game in the 1-AA playoffs in the meantime (Air McNoir invades Bridgeforth'?).
As for the youngest predicator fan Sara Liedtke, her 5-6 week tied Cm1g L. and Alison but
fell far short of tops for the week. This week we welcome Ginme Henry, omniscient ~pom
goddess of JMU's sports show " The Press Box." With her life's ambition to be a TV
sponscastcr, Henry is looking to impress the sport~ world with her knowledge this week.
Even Lesley Visser had to stan somewhere.
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The Far Side\Gary Larson

No Excuses \Colin 1Jolul
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end Chocolete Ber' ?"
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-----__.CLASSIFIEDS
Home-brewing kite - Hops,
gralna, extracta , literature.

FOR RENT

I

College lteUon a Unhrerelty
Piece - 3 or 4· 8R unl~~ple
A4llll Esl8te Inc. {703)433
Forut Hille townhouee - For
rent, June 1995 to May 31, 1996.
S11 ()()(mo. 896-63-48

ilqulpmerc. Cal 432-e799.

MaGic nctmg carda - BaMball,

balketball, loOtbaU, hc)ct(ey, nonsports. Duk11 Sportacann. 1427
St. Pfloni433-DUKE.

s.......

For

aale

-

~101'8. $45

2

dorm-alze

each or boCh lor

180. Cai432-$4SO, Ask lor Kate.

HELP WANTED
2 room"'-'11 - Mete or femele,
Hunter'• Ridge, $205/mo. 5e.t·

0578
Femele

roommete

-

The

Commons for eoMa '95. Furnished

with free cable·. w7D & morel For
Info Clll Bartl, 433-8971.
Huge ept. 5 min. to JMU - 2 BR,
non-srno~ters. No petS. 433-4051

Sublet aprlng eemuter - Near
campus, Muon Stre et, cheap.
Leaw message, 434-5696.
Mele roolftmete needed - For
spring semester, 4 BR, Hunter's
Ridge. C81 <432-6285. Ask for Bill.
Gr.ce St. - 112 blOck from JMU. 1
BR, Hvlng room, eet·ln kitchen with
appliances, AC, leundry facUlties.
Privata perking, wa lk to cleas,
$340/mo. 8 mo., 9 mo., or 1 yr.

Ieese. Available Jan. 1, 1995. 867·

t1500 . . .kty poaalble melllng
our clrcula ral For Info can
(202)298-9085.
Waltreeau wented et Jeea' - 22

s. Main St. for an ahift&. Pmerably

waitresses available for at least

one year.

Crulae ahlps now hlr1ng - Eam
up to $2,000+/mo. working on
cruise ships or land-lour
companies. World travel (Hewell,
Mexico, the Caribbean. etc .).
Seasonal & Jun.ume employment
experience
a vailable. No
nece~~ary. _for more lnlo, call
(208~.lCC53252.

Spring brllk 't5 - Amerlca'l 11
Spring break company! Cancun,
Bahamas. Daytona & Panama!
110% lowest price guarantee!
Organize 15 friends & flavellreel
Earn highest commleslonsl

9393 or 281}.9722.

(800)32· TRAVB..

4 BR, 2 112 bath - Furnished
townhouse. Madison Manor, all

Attention atudental Over $ 5
billion ln. private sector grants &
acholarsntps Is now avanabe. All
students are eligible. Let us helo.
For more Info. caR (800~160S,

applianCeS. 434-:JNO

Fotllt Hila townhouMa- Taking

aoo11cat10n8 for 1995198. 4 & 5 BR;
2" 112 bath. can 433-<>798.

Roommate needed for 4 IR =~ '95. Huntar'a Ridge, 433·

Need 1 MIF roommete - For 3·BR
apt. Graduate lludent or older.
lnWdll WID, OW, furnished, etc
$17&'mo. Cll-434·7538.

Femele roommete Tile
Commons for aprlng/summer '95.
Greet roommates. d6oble bed. free
cable, WID, etc. Celt Wend!, 433-

2923.

1·BR tlpL- .188/mo. negotiable.
8-monlh leaSe ltartlng Jan.1. Great
Iliaci. 5-riltAe wei< fo JMU. Cloee

to downk)wn. Call434-2497.

SubiMM S1501mo. - 501 HDuse
on South Hlah. 5-mln. walk, 'lll~e
rooms, flrepTece. lots o' fun. Call
433-8637.

=2

FOR SALE

breakl Early sign -up
I Behama pany Ct\llae, 8
v., $2791 IncludeS 12 meals & 8
paitlesl Cancun & Jamaica, $439.
with air from BWII (800)67~
Spring breek eerly apeclelel
Panama City, oceanYieW room with
kitchen & free bus to bars, $1291
Daytonal. kitchens , $ 1591 Cocoa
Baach, ~1591 Key West. $2291

(800)878-6386

.I I I

••
••
•

•••
••
•••
•••
••
••
••
••
•

xF53251 .

International employment Make up to $2,000·$4,0001mo.
teaching basic convaraatlonal
English ln Japan, Taiwan, or S.
Korea. No teaching backoround or
Allan la~gea required: For Info

Student travel 111111 sunchiM
Tours Is saelclng ambitious Nles .
rePI 10 promote lkl & beach trips
lor spring break '951 Eam cash &
free
lrlpa. _ Call
today,

Typing ..me. - Need help typing
your papers? For quick. accurate
tumaround call 898-4148. Laser

(800)SUNCHASE.

Word proceaalng aervlcea Term papera, reports & resumes
done professionally & with a last
turnaround. Cell879-9108.

Don't get a job next aummer Get a busi ness, earn $8,000 to
$10,000. Cell (800)390-4&48 10 be
your own boss.

NOTICE

Tour Ouktll wan1lad - Part·tlme,
weekends, some weekdaya. no
experience necessary. Call for
appointment. Endless Caverns,
898-2283.

For morw Information end
aatat.nc. regarding the
lnveatlgetlon of ftnenclng
bualn111 opportunltlaa &
work-at-home Gp90ttUnldll,

1383.80- Sell 72 funny college T·

contact the BetW Bullnan
Bureau Inc., at (703} 342-3455.

shirts, profit $383.60. Rlak·lree.
Choose I rom 19 designs. Free
catalog, (800)700..250.
Aahby Croaalng epte. Ia now
accepting applications lor a pantime rental consultant. Slop by In
person between 9 a.m.·5 p.m .,
Mon.·Frl.

WlltrMMa wented at Jua' - 22
S. Main St. All lhlfts are avaftal)le
(I.e. t 1:30-2, 8-2, 6-9, etc.)l
Summer Camp Steff - Holiday
Lake 4-H Educational Center Is
accepting =lions lor summer

:~:a: h~~n.g~u!:i

19 yrs. old or have one year of
college. Salary plus roomlboard.
The lollowlng positions are
available. Office AaslstentiStore
Keeper, Ltteguard1 .Watarfront
Director, Camp EMT, Riflery,
Nalure/Aquallcs~,..Archert. Canoe,
Outdoor Skins. tdectrlc81 Ene~y.
Bam Animals & Performing Arts
Instructors. For application,
additional Info contact Greg
Wal~~.l Progrem Director, Rt. 2,
Box o.w Appomanox, VA 24522
or call (804)248·544-4. An EO/M

caM (206)632·1148, XJ53251.

Applc:elloM may be pc:gd up • •

~r.

LOST & FOUND
Found - In the dining hall. Two
pairs of eyeglasses. Deacnbe &
dalm.

Hllelde FlNu c.nt.r llalttlg Nov 8.
Compleled eppllcatlons .,. due bot
noon Nov. 22 111 Hilllldl , . _ c.new.
All nto ...eon .. be hlld Nov 18111
8.~ p.m. In Hllidl. Cd Khlen at
113585
wit! lily QUelliO!ls..

Found - In the dining hall. Two
weei<S ago, set of keys on unusual
key chlln. ~ & clllm.

Attention - Excellent lnoome lor
home assembly work. Info,
(504)646-1700, Dept. VA-4808.

Welghtllftera - need extra
atrMgth A atMIIne?

The Princeton Review - The
nation's leading test-preparation
company Is !o<*lng for motivated,
hOnest people for local mal1fetlng
position. Be your own boss. worli
your own houra. gain real·llfe
marketing experience. $8/hr. to
start. Call~reg at (800)n1H737.

NOW HIRING FOR
SPRING BOOKRUSHII
JMU Bookstore
Stete application 6
compl«ed aprtng achedute
requlr.ct.
APPLY BY: Nov. 18

$NOW HIRING - DRIVERS$

SERVICES
O.•alght?
100'% money-beck guarenteacl
producta.
c.JI (214)214-6414.
Aak for Pattyl
Typlet - Accurate, ,.. .onable,
compu ter/typewriter, rush Jobs.
434-4947, or pager. 568-0774.
PAST AND PRESENT

NOW OPEN
lnalde South Meln StrMt
Phlrmhoule, Harrteonburg.
PreMntlng pegarl, collectlblea,
unlquea & entlquee.
8 a.m.-10 p.m., Mon.·Set.
10 e.m . p.m.., Sundeya.

..e

II II

•••
DOMINO'S
PIZZA
433-2300

printing.

433-3111

: JMU Campus I S.Main St.
Port Rd. I Market St.
.IIIIIILIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII

WANTED
Wanted - Individuals & student
organlutlons to P.romote spring
break '95. Eam substantial money
& free lrlps. Call lnter·Campus
Programs, (800)32Ni013.
Need extre ceah? Conslgners
wanled with name brand clothing,
& accessories. Men's & women's.
Call l or Into at 574·0550, 432·
6513.
Want -

care for pens. 117-$871

PERSONALS
Adoption - Lovi ng, childless
c:ot.ple wishing to adOpt an Infant.
Call Bill & S hannon collect,
(703)323-5082.
Trevel fraal Spring break ' 1151
Guaranteed lowest prices to
Jamaica, Cancun, Bahamas,
Florida, South Padre. Boolc early &
save $1 Organize small group &
travel freeT Sun Splash Tou rs,
(800)428-n1o.
Altemeta aprfng tnek:
10 dm..nt worlcaltll
New York to Miami
Regla1ratlon beglne New. 28
8 a.m., Teylor Hell, rm. 205.

SilO depoalt due.
For morw Info, c:all433-3502.
Thenkaalvlng dinner & lodging
avallabTe wrth friends - Any
student not going home lor the
break Is lnvfteii. P16ase call James
at 433·1833 for details. Sponsored
by St. Stephen's Church, next to
Joshua Wilton.

JAVA HUT
CoffeeHouae
8 p.m., Nov. 18
at
Waatey Foundltlon
8110 8. Melon St.
Uve Entertelnment
& Refrllhmanta
" I auppoae getting merrled
wouldn, be any worse tha.n kflling
myself.• If you can relate to this
quote, lhen you'll love Cloud 91
Nov. t8·20"'- 8 p. m. at the
Expertmental 1neatre.
Tlma to 1lgn up - Mey 11aalonl
France/ltalyl can x6069/434-3790.

ROME
Travel Study, May 8 ·June 5
can JC3757 for Info.
OPEH INFO IIE.ETlNGS:
Nov. 17,7 p.m., Tay1or Hall, rm.
305; Nov. 18, 11 a.m .
noon, Taylor Hell, rm. 309

a

"Doll It count as adultel'( with a
woman?' II you want to Rnd out the
enswer,
come
see
the
performance ot Cloud 91 Nov. 1820 In the EIQ)Irlmental Theatre at 8
p.m. Join the fun of live
enlertalnmenll
Attention aprlng breaklrll
Book now & uvel
Jamelc...s-4311, Cencun-$3119,
Behamaa-$3811, Deyt.on•$1411,
Penama Clty411t. Organize
groupe, eam caah, trivet free!
Enc:IIHe aummer toural
(800)234-7007.
Adoption - JMU alum hoping to
adopl newborn. Happily married
wllh much love 10 share. We can
help each olher. Call collect.
(703)n5-9688.
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E~E. AtT, AXP - Thenka t or
compellng with us In the Olymplo
FeatiVal. III

UPB' a Headllnera preunt•
Roclcy Horror Picture ShOw, Nov.
18, 8 p.m. & midnight, PC
Ballroom! It's lreel Don't lorget
yourpropsl
Attention all womenl Gilmour Is
looking for outstanding college
women. For more Into stop by the
LEAD Center, Tavlor Hall. rm. 205.
or the Ofllce of Financial Ald.
s1.000 scholarship awarded.

Ar - One dey tit l o rma l. Get
psyched!
ZTA epprecletea evel'(one whOt oJ
helped & fartlclpated In Hunt lor
The Cure We hope to see you
back next yeart
UNPLANNED PREGNANCY ?
we care & can helpllnler1lle
Christian couple wants 10 adopt &
love a baby who needs a speaal
home. Everything can be kept
conllctentlal. To lnqujre tullher. plaaM
send n81M & phOne number to· P.O
Box 173. Tmberlille, V/1.~173

Special ttlenkl to Kelly Schmidt
lor being lhe best socl al on the
row! Love, AtT.

TN off tlma Frldly nlghtl tA£ We're ready to have goll balls or
lunl Love, IK.

W11 Grahlm - Keep on smiling!
Your big sis loves you.

AKA- Thanka l or the tnp around
the world! I I I

FIJI brother• - Congreta on
doing a great Job with
AnchoniplaShl See you tonight lor
the celebration! Love, your Ar
coaches.

Good Job crezy Krla & the ZTA

Fren' a
girl•
love
Wooldaddleal Tweeter

their

.uT Pledgee - Keep up the great
wort<, not muCh longerl

K.t - We're reedy to rock 001 to
the '80S. Can't walt 'Ill tomorrow!

AIA

dancers for a great Job In the
Anchorlplashlng contesll

J11on Benaeh - Is lhe best Ill'
brol Love, Big Sis.

Thanksgiving Bus
Meeting Tonight
Taylor Hall, rm. , ..
303,8 p.m.

Itt wenta to thenk everyone
who helped make our Robbie Page
Walk·A·Thon a success -Sue
Lemlsh, Jim McHone, Betsy
Runyan, AtT. AXO, Af .t nK~.
We appreciate your conllibutfonsl
Congratulatlona 10 all new Alpha
Sigma Alpha officers! We'Ve got
the baSI team evert

The Wooldaddy Chapter
of BEAA remembers
the men,
the myth,
theteg.,d ...

Francis Bell
Suaen from Wlncheater - What
would you say to another dance
with •Dave?" From lan at 961 ·
0213.
ZTA Nu new. fl..hl You will be
lnlllated belore graduation! Keep
up l he good workl Y our ZTA
sisters love you!

Where to go? What to do?
Brillhart's decided your life tor youl
Wouldn't you like to be a ZTA 1007

Ar Pledgu - Keep amlllngl We
love your Love1your Big Sisters.
Attention Rocky Horror Vlflllnl Don't forget your toast, nee &
newspapers. Nov. 18, 8 p.m. &
midnight, PC Ballroom.

Do us all
a favor,
RECYCLE
this
Breeze.

1
- · .)

18 Thursday. Nov. 17. 1994 THE BREEZE

NO TURKEYS HERE ••.
JUST THE BEST PIZ~
AT THE FAIREST PRICE!
-----------------,

~----------------

'~

z

ilfll4 FREE Drinks

- ~ ----------

Large Pizzas

jfeJ 8

FREE Drinks

o~'

06
plus tax ·
-----

-~~

z<u.p 'to s

Med.iun1 Pizzas
<u.p
"to 3 ~ppings)

~ppings)

90

plus tax

-----------------

_.

FAST, FREE DEUV·E RY

. 433-0606

.

11 a.m. - 1 a.m. Sun. - Thurs.
11 a.m. - 2 a.m.· Fri. - Sat.
Cloverleaf Shopping Center

-------------,r-------------,r-------------,r-------------

53

45

plus tax

plus tax

Me:dium 1 topping
and 2 FREE Drinks

...,..a~~~·UJLU.

2 or 3 topping

and 2 FREE Drinks

~

Thin or Pan Perfect Crust
No Coupon NeceMary

91

plus tax

37

plus tax

